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ABSTRACT 
Several decades of research indicated that exposure to violence is associated with 
substantial risk for maladjustment across development. Recent research however 
indicated that in spite of stressful situations at risk for negative outcomes, some 
adolescents who are exposed to violence demonstrate relatively positive adaptation. This 
study investigated the link between exposure to violence and psychosocial adjustment 
for 1,305 high school students in Fonn 1 - 3. Adolescents completed an inventory 
assessing exposure to violence through witnessing and through direct victimization in 
different settings, including community/neighborhood, school and home. The Youth Self 
Report was administered to assess their emotional, social and behavioral functioning. 
Their average grades were obtained from school records, and other aspects of behavioral 
adjustment were assessed by teacher ratings (N = 308). In addition, emotional and 
interpersonal related personality traits were examined as potential moderators. Special 
attention was paid to individual differences in adolescents' responses to violence and the 
factors that may promote resilient functioning in spite of such exposure. MANOV A 
results from the group comparison showed that Resilient adolescents had different 
personality profiles compared to their competent and maladaptive peers. The results of 
this study imply that emotional and interpersonal related personality traits play crucial 
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Several decades of research have documented negative consequences of stress on 
adjustment. Scientific interest in the relationship between stress and positive adaptation 
has increased dramatically in recent years. Resilience is receiving more attention in 
research and application in the field of prevention and intervention. Generally speaking, 
resilience refers to successful adaptation despite adverse situations (Luthar & Zigler, 
1991; Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000). Research on resilience suggests that there is 
opportunity for people who face adversity to shift their developmental trajectory from 
negative pathways to positive ones. A better understanding of ways to enhance resilience 
is critically needed. Despite an increasing research literatw'e on resilience, the construct 
of resilience and the underlying protective mechanisms in resilience remain unclear. 
Exposure to violence is considered as a risk factor in this study, as it is believed to 
have a negative impact on various aspects of development and adaptive functioning 
(Haskett, Nears, Ward, & McPherson, 2006; Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). The 
prevalence of exposure to violence is also a major public health concern for adolescents 
in Hong Kong (Chan, 2006); however there currently is a paucity of data on this issue. 
Additionally, research on violence has been hindered by a lack of psychometrically 
sound measures that capture various forms and setting of expos,ure simultaneously. 
Therefore, a more precise measure of violence experience in tenns offonns (witnessing 
and victimization) and settings (community, school and home) of exposure is needed. 
Despite elevated risk for unfavorable outcomes, some adolescents who are exposed 
to violence demonstrate successful outcolnes (Haskett et aI., 2006; Rogosch & Cicchetti, 
2004). Investigations of resilience and adaptation in adolescents facing stress has 
increased noticeably in recent years, but studies of resilience focusing on adolescents 
who are victimized or witnessing violence in different settings are still relatively rare. 
Since different forms and settings of exposure may be linked to different outcomes, 
protective factors may also function differently in the relationships between forms and 
settings of exposure and adaptation. 
As dispositional attributes of individuals have been viewed as constituting a major 
class of protective factors (Garmezy, 1985), the present study focuses on personal 
attributes of the adolescents in resilient functioning. A number of studies have 
demonstrated that personal attributes are protective against maladjustment among 
adolescents who are exposed to violence. Universal personality traits such as emotional 
stability have been found to ameliorate the negative impact of violence exposure. 
Indigenous personality characteristics, such as interpersonal relatedness are highly 
emphasized in Chinese culture, and they were found to be correlated with well-being. 
However, the roles of these indigenous personality traits on the relation between 
exposure to violence and adjustment have not been comprehensively examined. 
Consequently, the contribution of both universal personality characteristics and 
indigenous personality traits should be especially important in adolescents' adjustment 
outcomes when exposure to violence. 
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Understanding resilience in adolescents who are exposed to violence is important 
for developing ways to promote competence in more vulnerable adolescents. This study 
focus on adolescents aged 12 - 15 years, as they are vulnerable to various types of 
violence with their small physical stature and dependency status (Tang, 1996). Violence 
exposure may also change the timing of normal developmental pathways in adolescents 
(Margonlin & Gordis, 2000). Adolescents are the most victimized age group 
experiencing violent victimization, in particular, person aged 12 - 19 had the highest 
victimization rates for crimes of violence of 14.8 per 1,000 in Hong Kong (Census, 
2005). 
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Therefore, the main purpose of this study was to investigate the differential effects 
of forms (e.g. witnessing and victimized) and settings (community, school and home) of 
exposure to violence on adjustment outcomes among adolescents. In addition, another 
purpose of this study was to identify differences in the mechanisms that potentially 
moderate linkages between each form and each setting of violence exposure and 
adjustment outcomes among adolescents in Hong Kong. 
In this thesis, I begin by reviewing briefly the origins and current status of 
research on resilience. I then examine the definitions and models of resilience, and 
highlight the concepts and operationalization of risk, outcomes and protective factors. 
Some of the methodological and conceptual issues that have shaped the nature and 
direction of this research will also be discussed. Based on a literature review, I present a 
rationale for exploring hypotheses of personality characteristics that moderate the 
relationships between exposure to violence and adjustment among adolescents. 
Historical Overview of Resilience Research 
The study of resilience has advanced in three major stages over the past three 
decades. The study of resilience in psychology and psychiatry arose from efforts to 
understand maladaptive behavior among psychiatric patients. Empirical studies of 
children of schizophrenic mothers play an important role in the emergence of resilience 
(Luthar et aI., 2000). As empirical evidence showed that many of these chjldren adapt 
well despite their high-risk situation, researchers concentrated on understanding 
individual differences in response to risk. Early research primarily focused on the basic 
concepts (including risk and adaptation) and methodologies, and identifying the 
c0rrelates or predictors of resilience. 
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During the past two decades, there has been increased interest in identifying 
protective factors and their underlying process (Masten, 1999; Luthar et aI., 2000). The 
second stage of research adopted a more dynamic approach of resilience. The 
transactions between individuals and the external environments were underscored. 
Resilience was viewed as a complex process in development (Wright & Masten, 2006), 
and the stability and change in resilient adaptation was emphasized (Luthar et aI., 2000). 
Finally, the third stage of resilience focused on advancing resilience by 
prevention and intervention. A better understanding of mediating and moderating 
processes gained at the second stage laid the foundation for theory-driven intervention 
design in this stage (Wright & Masten, 2006). The third stage research emphasized 
interventions that promote resilience, and utilization of experimental studies to test 
resilience theory. 
Defining Resilience 
The theoretical and research literature on resilience offers little consensus about 
the definitions of the construct. According to most developmental psychopathologists, 
resilience refers to successful adaptation in spite of risk and stressful circumstances 
(Masten, 1994). More specifically, the term resilience has been narrowly defined as a 
personality trait (Block & Block, 1980) or simply an outcome of successful adaptation 
(Bonanno, 2005). Often these definitions mask a more complex picture of resilience. 
More recently, researchers have defined resilience more broadly by focusing on the 
phenomenon (Masten, 1994; Werner, 1995) or the process (Luthar et aI., 2000), which 
involves concepts of both risk and adaptation. 
Some researchers have conceptualized resilience in ten11S of personal 
characteristics. Resilience refers to a personality characteristic of the individual that 
influences desirable outcomes (Block & Block, 1980; Cohler, 1987). According to 
Howard, Dryden, and 10hnson (1999), resilience is a quality or personal strength that 
enables individuals to withstand adversity. For instance, the term ego-resiliency is used 
to describe a set of personality traits reflecting adaptive functioning in response to 
different situations (Block & Block, 1980). Studies on this resilient trait did not 
encompass the exposure to substantial adversity but just focused on the individual 
characteristi cs. 
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Other investigators have defined resilience in terms of outcome. Outcome-
focused research typically el11phasized the maintenance of functioning in individuals in 
the face of risk or adversity. Specific resilience outcome have been identified in previous 
literature, such as good mental health, functional capacity, and social competence 
(Olsson, Bond, Burns, Vella-Brodrick, & Sawyer, 2003). Researchers from a 
developmental perspective refer resilience to the positive adaptation or success in salient 
developmental task despite adverse conditions (Haskeet et aI. , 2006; Rutter, 1987). 
Researchers from the traj ectory perspective define resilience as the positive outcome 
following exposure to potential traumatic events, such as healthy functioning (Bonanno, 
2005). In contrast to the personality approach, investigators frol11 the outcome approach 
might recognize the presence of adverse situations, but they primarily focused on 
adaptive outcome. 
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The phenomenon of resilience itself has been studied by a large number of 
researchers. According to Rutter (1990), resilience refers to the phenomenon of the 
positive pole of a person's response to high-risk circumstances. The construct of 
resilience has been defined as the phenomenon involving positive adaptation in the 
context of serious threats to development (Masten, 1994). In particular, Werner (1995) 
refers resilience to three kinds of phenomena: favorable developmental outcomes despite 
adversity, maintaining competence under stress, and recovery from traumatic experience. 
In contrast to personality and outcome approaches, the phenomenon approach 
demonstrates the complexity of the construct of resilience. 
Other researchers have further conceptualized resilience as a dynamic process. 
According to Luthar et al. (2000), resilience is a dynamic process involving successful 
adaptation in the situation of severe adversity. Process-focused research aims to 
understand the underlying mechanisms that act to alter the influence of stressful 
situation (Olsson et aI., 2003). For example, new risk factors and / or competence 
emerge with changing life circumstances (Masten & Garmezy, 1985; Werner & Smith, 
1982). In recent literature, researchers interpreted resilience in terms of two-dimensional 
characteristics: 1) the presence of a risk condition; and 2) evidence of positive adaptation 
in spite of stressful circumstances (Luthar et aI., 2000). There is an overlap between the 
phenomenon and the process approaches in defining resilience. The process approach 
emphasizes a dynamic interaction between person and environment, but the 
phenomenon approach stresses the static state of resilience. The process approach also 
suggests that resilience change at different points in one's lives depending on the 
interaction and accumulation of internal and external factors (Howard et aI., 1999). 
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Although researchers have commonly defined resilience as personality, outcome 
and phenomenon, problems arise from these definitions. First, resilience cannot be seen 
as a discrete and fixed personal attribute (Rutter, 1990), as the resilient individual 
interacts with the environment. Risks also alter according to changes of the 
circumstances. Kumpfer (1999) suggested that resilience may not be a single discrete 
construct, but a complex process. Moreover, resilience cannot be conceptualized as an 
outcome, as resilience outcomes vary across different domains (e.g. academic, social or 
emotional resilience), which lead to considerable confusion about the nature of the 
concept (Olsson et aI., 2003). For example, in a study of maltreated children, researchers 
found that 38% were academically resilient, yet only 14% manifested resilience in the 
domain of social competence (Haskett et aI., 2006). Therefore, the judgment of 
resilience may vary as outcome measures vary. In addition, resilience cannot be viewed 
as a static phenomenon, because resilience is a dynamic developmental process, as it is 
referred to a two-dimensional characterization that encompasses both the presence of 
risk and evidence of positive adaptation (Luthar et aI., 2000). Kaplan (1999) argued that 
resilience reflected person-environment transactions that influenced favorable outcomes. 
Since resilience is a multidilTIensional and complex construct, in this study, I 
define resilience as a dynamic process of adapting well in the face of adversity or 
significant sources of stress. Aligning with the process approach, a dynamic interaction 
between the person and the environment is highlighted. Understanding the protective 
mechanislTIs that act to alter the influence of stressful situations is particularly important. 
Based on this definition, I propose a model which views resilience in three dimensions: 
1) exposure to adversity or risk condition, 2) maintenance of positive adaptation 
outcome, and 3) dynamic process of interaction between situation and personal strength 
or capacity (Luthar et aI., 2000; Rutter, 1987; Werner, 1995). The first two dimensions 
are based on Luthar's two-dimensional characteristics of resilience, and the third 
dimension is added by making reference to the dynamic nature of resilience. 
Theoretical Models of Resilience 
Researchers have criticized studies on resilience for having an inadequate basis 
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in theory, little conceptual recognition of the transactions involving mUltiple contexts of 
development (Kaplan, 1999; Luthar et aI., 2000), and the lack of precision in specifying 
models that can be sufficiently tested and replicated (Masten, 1999). Resilience studies 
revolve around understanding the linkages among risk, protective and outcome variables. 
Researchers tried to make conceptual distinctions between factors that are ameliorative 
against stress, based on the processes through which they affect adjustment (Garmezy, 
Masten, & Tellegen, 1984). Researchers have proposed several models, including the 
compensatory model, the protective versus vulnerability model, and the transactional 
model (Garmezy et aI., 1984; Lynch & Cicchetti, 1998; Masten, 1999). These models 
each propose different ways in which delineate the impact of risk and protective factors 
on adaptation. 
Early resilience studies focused on identifying the correlates or predictors of 
positive adaptation against stress. Researchers were interested in assessing individual or 
environmental differences that might account for differential outcOlnes among individual 
sharing similar risk situation (Wright & Masten, 2006). 
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The compensatory model simply states the main effect of predictors on 
adjustment outcome. In the main effect models, stressors tend to lower the levels of 
adaptation, whereas personal attributes help to improve competence (Luthar & Zigler, 
1991). The compensatory model suggests that positive factors (e.g. personal attributes) 
would counteract or compensate the negative effects of risk factors. The compensatory 
factor is associated with better adaptation at both high and low levels of risk (Garmezy 
et ai., 1984). In this model, the risk and compensatory factors both contribute in an 
additive fashion to the prediction of adaptation outcomes (Garmezy et ai., 1984; Masten, 
1999). However, this model is not comprehensive enough to explain the dynamic nature 
of resilience. Since resilience is a bi-directional construct, it involves active interaction 
between individuals and their environments. 
More recently, investigators used more sophisticated models to understand the 
complex processes leading to resilience in development. They shift from the correlates 
of positive adaptation to the process of negotiating risk situations, and the underlying 
processes that influence adaptation (Wright & Masten, 2006; Rutter, 1990). The models 
mentioned below placed emphasis on the importance of person-environment interaction. 
The protective versus vulnerability model implies the interaction effects of stress 
and personal qualities in predicting adaptation outcome. In the interaction processes, 
both protective and vulnerability factors moderate the relationship between risk and 
outcome (Luthar & Zigler, 1991). Protective factors are associated with sustained 
adequate functioning in the face of adversity. For example, individuals with certain 
positive personal attributes are relatively unaffected by elevated stress, whereas those 
who lack these attributes show declines in cOlnpetence with increasing stress. In contrast, 
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vulnerability factors are associated with a decrease in functioning under stressful 
circumstances. For instance, individuals with certain negative personal attributes are 
more susceptible to increasing stress than those who lack these attributes (Kaplan, 1999; 
Luthar & Zigler, 1991). Several investigators have argued that protective mechanisms 
are processes that interact with risk factors to reduce the probability of undesirable 
outcomes (Luthar et aI., 2000; Rutter, 1987; Werner, 1995). Hence this resilience 
framework includes risk, protective or vulnerability and outcome constructs. The 
protective versus vulnerability model is different from the compensatory model in that it 
operates indirectly to affect outcomes. 
The transactional model demonstrates the combined influence of risk factors on 
outcomes. This model emphasizes the transactions between individuals and their 
contexts over time in shaping individual development and adaptation. Lynch and 
Cicchetti (1998) have proposed the reciprocal relations across contexts and across 
domains of adaptation outcomes. In particular, a risk or protective factor and varying 
outcomes influence each other over time. Outcome can also influence the risk or 
protective factor. For example, child behavior may influence parent behavior. Behavior 
problems can lead to angry or irritable parents that in turn influence the child's exposure 
to adverse events (Masten, 1999). 
The compensatory, protective versus vulnerability, preventive, challenge and 
transactional models are not mutually exclusive, and they can be integrated in resilience 
research (Christiansen & Evans, 2005). In the compensatory model, the compensatory 
factor reduces the negative outcomes, regardless of the levels of risk. In the protective 
versus vulnerability model, protective factors interact with risk in a buffering effect to 
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reduce the negative outcome. Finally, the transactional model portrays how individuals 
interact with ecological contexts over time. Both the compensatory and protective versus 
vulnerability models are linear models (The models are supported when significant main 
effect and interaction effect are found). The protective versus vulnerability and 
transactional models underscore protective factors that seemed to have particular 
importance for adaptation outcome at high levels of risk. 
As resilience is viewed as a dynamic process in this study, both the 
compensatory model and the protective versus vulnerability model can be adopted to 
examine the main effects and the interaction effects of risks and protective factors on 
adaptation outcomes. The transactional model cannot be applied in this cross-sectional 
study, because it requires a longitudinal design to determine the impact of risks and 
protective processes. 
A review of the resilience research demonstrates that resilience is a multi-
dimensional construct. Three dimensions embedded in resilience have been widely 
recognized in previous research: 1) risk or stress, 2) outcomes, and 3) 
protective/vulnerability factors or mechanisms. Hence, a model of resilience should 
incorporate these three major components. 
Definitions of Risk 
The construct of resilience presupposes exposure to risk or stressful conditions. 
Risk refers to a descriptor of negative life conditions, a predictor of unfavorable 
outcomes, and the elevated probability of negative outcomes (Kaplan, 1999). As a 
descriptor of negative conditions, risk simply means negative life circumstance, such as 
family conflict and poverty (Luthar et al., 2000). Risk is also defined as a predictor of 
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later behavior or emotional problems (Wright & Masten, 2006; Kaplan, 1999). Most 
often, research identified risk factors that predict negative outcomes on specific outcome 
criteria. These risk factors including premature birth, parental divorce, parental mental 
disorder and familial socioeconomic disadvantage (Wright & Masten, 2006; Kaplan, 
1999). Furthermore, risk is conceptualized as the elevated probability of negative 
outcomes, and these negative outcomes or maladjustment include early death, mental 
deficiency, psychopathology, delinquency behavior, drug abuse, or school dropout 
(Wright & Masten, 2006; Kaplan, 1999; Rutter, 1990). 
Operationalization of Risk 
In empirical research, adverse conditions have been examined ranging from 
single life experience to lTIultiple negative events. Four approaches have commonly been 
used in measuring risk: 1) major life events, 2) minor events or hassles, 3) specific life 
stresses, and 4) constellations of multiple risks. 
In studies of resilience, a comlTIonly used approach to operationalizing risk is the 
major life events method, which reflects a collection of negative events, such as a life 
event checklist. This technique uses self-report measures to obtain a frequency count of 
negative life events encountered by respondents in the recent past (Garmezy, et aI., 
1984). Apart from the occurrence of a particular life event, scales developed in recent 
years consist of an individual's appraisals of life events, which include perceived 
desirability, impact, controllability and stressfulness of events (Luthar & Zigler, 1991). 
A second approach to operationalizing risk in resilience research has been to 
examine minor events or hassles. Some researchers have argued that daily hassles are 
more strongly related to adaptation outcomes than major life events (Dumont & Provost, 
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1999). Compared to .major events, hassles are less heterogeneous in meaning and have 
relatively high frequency of occurrence over short time intervals (Luthar & Zigler, 1991). 
Moreover, minor events can be experimentally manipulated far more easily than can 
major life events (Zautra, Guarnaccia, Reich, & Dohrenwend, 1988). In addition, the 
occurrence of major life events is relatively rare, while the frequency of daily hassles is 
common (Dumont & Provost, 1999). 
Both major and minor events measures are commonly used within the multiple-
item approach to measuring risk in resilience research. Nonetheless, there are some 
methodological concerns specific to this strategy. The most serious concern about the 
use of life events measures is the heterogeneity of events sampled (Luthar & Cushing, 
1999). Several life events instruments involve not only "uncontrollable" events (e.g. 
death of a parent), but also "controllable" incidents (failing a grade). The inclusion of 
these "controllable" events artificially inflates link between risks and outcomes (Luthar 
& Cushing, 1999). In this respect, it is important to use life event measurelnents that are 
free of confounds, which only include "uncontrollable" events. Another commonly 
noted concern about life event measures relates to the heterogeneity of itelns in terms of 
potential impact. The problem of this approach is treating events as equivalents that 
differ in seriousness (Luthar & Cushing, 1999). The failure to account for varying 
degrees of seriousness seems problematic. As effects associated with chronic negative 
events can differ from those related to acute stressors (Masten, 1994). Therefore, there is 
a need to distinguish between chronic and acute stressors on adjustment. In particular, 
investigation into each kind of stressor can yield important information about underlying 
processes in resilience. 
A third approach to examining risk uses specific life stresses. Life stresses that 
are "obviously disruptive" are examined. A variety of life events have been utilized 
within this approach, including catastrophic life events such as wars and floods 
(Garmezy & Rutter, 1985), and socio-demographic variables such as economic 
deprivation, parental divorce (Luthar, 1991), institutionalization (Rutter & Quinton, 
1984), chronic discord, parental psychopathology, living in single-parent families 
(Kaplan, 1999) and physical abuse and neglect (Werner, 1995). 
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Specific life event measure is commonly used within the single life occurrence 
approach to measuring risk in resilience research. A primary concern with such strategy 
is the absence of control groups (Luthar & Zigler, 1991). Although studies focusing on 
high-risk populations do provide some insights into predictors of adjustment, the 
question here is whether levels of competence in resilient children are comparable to 
competence levels among well-functioning children in the general population (Luthar & 
Zigler, 1991). A second difficulty in studies employing specific life stresses is the causal 
link between specific stressors and outcomes. Although numerous studies have 
documented that exposure to a global risk leads to maladjustment, they leave 
unanswered question about the specific life circumstances of different individuals in a 
particular sample (Luthar & Cushing, 1999). Researchers have suggested that distal risks 
(e.g. parental divorce and poverty) do not directly iInpinge on outcomes, but are 
mediated by proximal risks (e.g. affective unavailability of parents, lack of resources 
within the family) (Kaplan, 1999; Luthar & Cushing, 1999). Suggestions such as this 
lead to question of whether some well-functioning children may not be resilient at all, 
but may actually have faced low proximal risk (Luthar et aI. , 2000). 
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A fourth approach to operationalizing risk in resilience research involves the 
simultaneous consideration of multiple socio-demographic and familial indices, such as 
low parental occupation, low SES, absence of parent in the household, and minority 
group membership (Luthar & Cushing, 1999). The rising use of multiple risk indices in 
resilience research reflects cognizance of the co-occurrence of risks, as risk factors 
rarely occur in isolation from other risks (Masten, 1999). When multiple aspects of risk 
are used in studies on resilience, the overall risk is represented by a cumulative index 
that is computed by adding up the number of risk factors or life events that are present. 
The constellation of multiple risks measure is used within the summative 
approach to assess risk in resilience research. A common limitation in studies using 
multiple risks measure is the high overlap among items (e.g. poverty and minority group 
status), and that they vary in their seriousness as risk factors. Similar to multiple-item 
measures, it might be argued that a cumulative index conveys nothing about the specific 
processes via which these factors might affect adjustment (Luthar & Cushing, 1999). 
Regarding the methodological issues mentioned above, we incorporated different 
approaches to measure risk in this study. Basically the specific life stresses approach 
was taken; the risk factor was operationalized as exposure to violence. In order to 
include control groups, we used the multiple-item instrument (frequency of exposure to 
violence) instead of the single life occurrence measure. To recognize the co-occurrence 
of risks, we also included different forms (victimization and witnessing) and settings 
(community, school and home) of violence, as well as multiple socio-delTIographic 
variables (e.g. low SES, new immigrants, single-parent families). 
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Exposure to Violence as Risk Factor 
Exposure to violence is particularly stressful to children and adolescents. 
Exposure to violence is of particular interest because of its increasing prevalence and its 
suspected maladaptive psychosocial consequences. The prevalence of the exposure to 
violence is a growing public health concern for children and adolescents in Hong Kong. 
For example, a remarkable increase in reported family violence has been seen recently. 
Up to date police statistics on crime rate indicated that the number of violent crimes rose 
6.9% to 14,847 cases in 2006, and the number of family violence cases rose 79% to 
4,704 in 2006. Recent official statistics by the Child Protection Registry of the Social 
Welfare Department showed that there were 387 newly report cases of child abuse from 
January to June 2006, representing a rise of 4% as compared to 2005 (Chan, 2006). In 
addition to high rates of family violence, several highly publicized episodes of 
community and school violence have occurred during recent years. A survey conducted 
by the Chinese University of Hong Kong indicated that over 30% of the primary school 
pupils reported having bullied at school by schoolmates in the preceding three months, 
and the situation was worse than that in the United Kingdom (27%) and the United 
States (23.8%) in 2002. Official statistics by the Education Bureau of the Hong Kong 
SAR Government revealed that the number of bullying cases reported in the 2003 was 
1,043 (396 and 647 cases in primary and secondary schools respectively), in which 556 
cases involved serious violent behavior. The data consistently indicate that youths are 
being chronically exposed to alarmingly high rates of violence as both witnesses and 
victims in Hong Kong. 
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Exposure to violence may result in a variety of psychosocial difficulties. 
Research has indicated that children or adolescents who are exposed to violence are 
associated with maladjustment across developmental tasks of adolescence and adulthood 
(Haskett et aI., 2006; Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). The extant literature on violent 
incidents suggests that children or adolescents who are exposed to violence manifest 
internalizing and externalizing difficulties, posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, 
anxiety, helplessness and hopelessness, poor academic achievement, poor peer 
relationships, negative social cognitions, suicidal ideation, aggression, disruptive 
behavior problems, substance abuse and juvenile delinquency (Christiansen, & Evans, 
2005; Flowers, Lanclos & Kelley, 2002, Osofsky, 1999). It is clear that violence can 
disrupt typical developmental trajectories. The impact of violence exposure goes beyond 
children's physical health and safety. It affects their psychosocial adjustment, their view 
of the world and of themselves, their ideas about the meaning and purpose of life, and 
their moral development (Margolin & Gordis, 2000). 
Exposure to violence can be through either or both witnessing and victimization. 
Adolescents who have been victimized or who have witnessed violence are at increased 
risk for maladjustment. Specifically, both forms of exposure (witnessing and 
victimization) have been linked to substance abuse (Kilpatrick et aI., 2000). However, 
different forms of exposure may influence adolescent's adaptation differently. For 
instance, depression and symptoms of traumatic stress were related to experiences of 
victimization of violence, but they were not associated with witnessing violence 
(Fitzpatrick, 1993). Other researchers also suggested that violent victimization is more 
strongly related to clinical symptoms than is witnessed violence (Lynch & Cicchetti, 
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1998; Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). The research implies that the impact by exposure to 
violence may vary by form of exposure (Cooley, Boyd, Frantz, & Walsh, 2001). 
Nevertheless, previous literature on violence has mainly focused on the effects of direct 
exposure (victimization), but ignore or underestimate the effects of indirect exposure 
(witnessing) on adjustment. 
Moreover, children and adolescents may be exposed to different settings of 
violence, such as community/neighborhood violence, school violence and family 
violence. There is evidence that violence that occurs in one setting (e.g. home) often co-
occurs with violence in other settings (e.g. neighborhood) (Lynch & Cicchetti, 1998; 
Margolin & Gordis, 2000). Flower and his colleagues (2002) found significant 
relationships between parent report of their child's exposure to community violence and 
the presence of family violence. Schwartz and Proctor (2000) also suggested that 
exposure to family violence increases children's vulnerability to school violence (e.g. 
bullying by peers). Similarly, violence exposure in the community or home could predict 
school violence (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). Furthermore, there is a growing body of 
research suggest that violence in different settings may lead to different adjustment 
outcomes. Researchers have proposed that violent incidents that involve someone known 
to the child appear to have more negative effects (Lynch, 2003). For example, children 
are more affected by witnessing violence to a family member than to a stranger (Osofsky, 
1997). In particular, anxiety symptoms are more likely to result when the perpetrator or 
victim is known to the child (Ward, Flisher, Zissis, Muller, & Lombard, 2001). 
Nonetheless, previous research on violence has largely focused on the effects of specific 
type of violence, but disregard the co-occurrence of risk factors (e.g. different forms and 
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settings of violence), and the differential effect of various forms and settings of violence 
on adjustment outcomes. 
In sum, exposure to violence is associated with a variety of psychological and 
behavior problems. Nonetheless, a number of measurement issues have been raised in 
the empirical study of violence. Particularly, a lack of psychometrically sound measures 
that capture various forms and settings of exposure simultaneously is a serious problem 
in violence research. Therefore, we developed the "Multiple Forms of Violence Scale" 
that simultaneously tap violence experience in different forms (witnessing and 
victimization) and settings (community, school and home) that are relevant to the Hong 
Kong context. 
Definitions and Operationalization of Adjustment Outcomes 
Another pivotal dimension of resilience is the maintenance of positive adjustment. 
As mentioned earlier, some investigators have defined resilience in terms of outcome. 
Outcomes are generally defined in terms of normative judgments regarding appropriate 
psychological and behavioral responses taking into account culture, environmental 
circumstances and stage of development (Kaplan, 1999). Outcomes may be expressed in 
positive and negative terms, and resilience generally implies more desirable outcomes or 
less undesirable outcomes (Kaplan, 1999). 
As with the study of risk, the measurement of outcome is similarly complex. Some 
studies focus on effective performance in salient developmental tasks, while others focus 
on psychological well-being or diagnostic criteria (Masten, 1999). There are three broad 
approaches that have been used to assess competence in resilience research: 1) absence 
of maladjustment, 2) multiple criteria of competence, and 3) summative approach. 
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In studies on resilience, a commonly used approach to operationalizing adjustment 
is the absence of maladjustInent. Previous resilience research has focused on the absence 
of negative outcomes. Traditionally, researchers have frequently used the absence of 
psychopathology, or of maladaptive behavior, as an indicator of resilience against high-
risk situations (Luthar & Zigler, 1991; Rutter & Quinton, 1984). 
A second approach that has been used in measuring adjustment in resilience 
research rests on the multiple criteria Ineasures. Both social competence and salient 
developmental tasks are most commonly used measures within multiple criteria 
approach. Several researchers have argued for the use of social competence as the 
measure in assessing overall functioning (Luthar, 1991). According to Luthar and Zigler 
(1991), social competence is defined as success in meeting societal expectations and 
personal development. Earlier studies on resilience have generally operationalized social 
competence on the basis of observable, behavioral criteria that represent success in 
meeting expectation of the society. 
Other psychologists have proposed to include several stage-salient tasks in the 
outcome measures. For example, children would be viewed as resilient if they have 
positive adaptation or success in developmental tasks. In general, the developmental 
tasks of infancy and early childhood include the formation of attachment relationships 
with caregivers and the development of autonomy (Haskett et aI., 2006). In middle 
childhood, salient developmental tasks include school adjustment, academic 
achievement, self-regulatory functions, peer acceptance and moral conduct. The 
developmental tasks in adolescence usually include romantic relationships and the 
development of self-identity (Kaplan, 1999). For example, among at-risk adolescents, 
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indicators of resilience might include emotional stability, positive relationships with 
peers, academic success and lack of behavior problems (Margolin & Gordis, 2000; 
Masten & Coatsworth, 1995). Multiple ratings by teachers, parents, or peers, as well as 
academic achievement scores have often been used in assessing competence (Luthar & 
Zigler, 1991). 
The multiple criteria approach is frequently used within the behavioral based 
assessment to measuring adjustment in resilience research. Nonetheless, the behavioral 
based assessment of adjustment, the diverse adaptation domains and the variability in 
outcomes definitions lead to confusion with the construct of resilience. First, the 
assessment of adjustment is primarily based on behavioral indices. There are few 
measures of internal psychological health, including psychological well-being, internal 
equilibrium, and ego strength (Kaplan, 1999). Even though resilient individuals 
demonstrate good adaptive behavior, they may struggle with covert psychological 
difficulties, such as depression and anxiety (Luthar & Zigler, 1991). Moreover, no clear 
criterion of adjustment exists by which behaviors or outcomes may be manifested as 
resilient (Kaplan, 1999). Another question with regard to the outcome criteria is whether 
resilience requires excellent versus average levels of adjustment (Luthar et aI., 2000). 
A third approach for measuring competence in resilience research rests on the 
integration of scores across different domains of adjustment (Luthar & Cushing, 1999). 
The summative approach is used to assess multiple facets of adjustment, and a 
composite of adjustment outcomes is created based on different domains assessed. 
However, composite scores based on multiple domains are associated with potential 
problems, such as indirect definitions of adjustment. For example peer ratings on social 
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functioning involve two constructs: peer acceptance and pro-social leadership. Although 
peer acceptance is generally viewed as a desirable quality, high popularity cannot 
necessarily be seen as connoting "high social functioning" among inner-city adolescents 
(Luthar & Cushing, 1999). The composite scores mask the construct of adjustment by 
including different aspects of outcomes. 
In summary, in resilience research, the use of multiple criteria, multi-method and 
multiple informants are valuable. The validity of measurement of adjustment construct 
can be supported by such broad assessment strategies. At the same time, it may be 
necessary to identify important domains of adjustlnent for particular risk. 
Multiple Domains of Functioning as Adjustment Outcomes 
Since multiple sources of measures are likely to yield the greatest understanding 
of the development of resilience, multiple domains of outcome measures are included in 
this study. Generally speaking, adolescents facing stress are considered resilient if they 
are functioning within normal or acceptable bounds on measures of competence with 
respect social, cognitive and behavioral functioning (Kinard, 1998). Moreover, the links 
between exposure to violence and internalizing symptoms (Cooley et aI., 2001), social 
relationships (Osofsky, 1999), academic difficulties (Schwartz & Gorman, 2003), and 
behavior problems (Margolin & Gordis, 2000; Kliewer et ai., 2006) have been widely 
examined in violence research. Therefore, the assessment of outcomes in this study is 
based on behavioral indices as well as internal psychological health indicators, which 
include emotional, social, cognitive and behavioral functioning. In particular, emotional 
functioning is included in the outcome measures evaluated by a low level of clinical 
symptoms (e.g. depression and anxiety). Social functioning is lneasured by peer 
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relationship satisfaction; cognitive functioning is evaluated by academic performance; 
and behavior functioning is assessed by the lack of the delinquent behavior. The 
judgment of these outcome measures takes into account developmental stages (e.g. peer 
relations) and culture (e.g. emphasis on academic achievement) of Chinese adolescents. 
Furthermore, in order to obtain objective assessment of behavioral ratings, teacher 
ratings and school reports will be collected in the assessment of adolescents' aggressive 
behavior and academic performance in this study. 
Definitions and Operationalization of Protective Factors or Mechanisms 
Apart from risk and outcome, protective factors constitute another key 
component in conceptualizations of resilience. Protective factors are defined as variables 
that ameliorate the effects of risk in predicting adjustment outcomes (Luthar & Zigler, 
1991). Protective factors or mechanisms serve as moderators, and they moderate the 
effects of stressful or risk situation on adjustment outcomes (Masten, Morison, Pellegrini 
& Tellegen, 1990). In other words, protective factors or mechanisms modify the effects 
of risk in a positive direction, or ameliorate a person's reaction to an adverse condition 
(Luthar et aI., 2000; Werner, 1995). 
In the search for factors that moderate the effects of risk on adjustlnent, different 
protective factors have been identified in the literature. On the basis of previous research 
on resilience, three broad categories of factors that protect against stress have been 
identified: 1) dispositional attributes of individuals; 2) family cohesion and warmth; and 
3) the availability of social support (Kaplan, 1999; Luthar & Zigler, 1991; Werner, 
1995). Protective factors can also be classified into two types: factors within individuals 
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(e.g. temperamental and personality characteristics, cognitive and coping abilities), and 
factors in the external environment (e.g. availability of social support) (Kaplan, 1999). 
In the present study, only factors within individuals are highlighted, as 
personality characteristics are considered as internal personal strengths, which interact 
with the external stressful environment. Also, previous resilience research suggests that 
personal characteristics seem to be more important than environmental factors, which 
will be elaborated more below. 
Personality Characteristics 
The relationship between personality characteristics and adjustment outcomes 
can be explained by both main and moderator effect models. In the main effect model, 
personality traits appear to have direct effects on adjustment outcomes. A substantial 
alnount of research has suggested that personality is one of the strongest and most 
consistent predictors of subjective well-being (SWB) (Diener, Oishi, & Lucas, 2003). 
One conceptual model for the tie between personality and SWB is temperamental 
predisposition. Researchers have found a moderate to strong genetic component in both 
personality and SWB emerge early in life (Diener et aI., 2003). These findings explained 
that some people have a predisposition to be happy or unhappy. Also these findings have 
led some to conclude that SWB comes from inborn predisposition and heritability. 
In the moderator effect model, personality characteristics moderate the 
relationship between risk and adjustment. Several theories have inferred that personality 
traits may moderate the effect of risk on adjustment outcomes, such as the adaptation 
level model and the dynamic equilibrium model. The adaptation level model proposes 
that personality is the major detenninant of adaptation. This model explains both 
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favorable events and adverse events have only little impact on outcomes because of the 
adaptive mechanisms that reduce the impact of some major life events on SWB (Headey 
& Wearing, 1992). Researchers have suggested that people can adapt life event and 
SWB are relatively stable (Diener, Diener & Diener, 1995). Since SWB is influenced 
primarily by individuals' dispositions; personality dispositions may serve as a moderator 
in the relationship between events and adaptation (Fujita & Diener, 2005). 
The dynamic equilibrium model suggests that personality is critical for adaptation. 
Headey and Wearing (1992) suggested that both the equilibriwn level ofSWB and the 
pattern of life events are predicted by personality characteristics. Researchers have 
assumed that there is a stable baseline of SWB, i.e. the original level before life events 
occurs (Fuj ita & Diener, 2005). Personality traits seem to play a crucial equilibrating 
function that return S WB to its original level after life events have changed it. 
In the context of dispositional attributes of individuals, personality characteristics 
have frequently been found to serve protective functions. From Rutter's work (1985), 
the personality characteristics of resilient people that have been recognized include high 
self-esteem, adaptability to change, sense of humor, secure attachment and sense of 
control. Resilient children and youths were consistently characterized as active, easy to 
deal with, optimistic, hopeful and autonomous (Haskett et aI., 2006; Kumpfer, 1999; 
Werner, 1995). 
Previous research has demonstrated that personality traits are differentially related 
to outcomes of adjustment. Recent literature has identified certain personality traits that 
moderate the impact of violence on adolescents. A study by Rogosch and Cicchetti 
(2004) showed that the Big Five dimensions of personality differentiated maltreated and 
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nonmaltreated children on adjustment outcomes. They found that resilient children had 
higher scores on agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to experience, while 
lower scores on neuroticism demonstrated better adjustment. 
Emotion-related Personality Traits serve as Protective Factors 
As dispositional attributes of individuals have been viewed as constituting a major 
class of protective factors (Garmezy, 1985), the present study focuses on personal 
attributes of the adolescents in resilient functioning. A number of studies have 
demonstrated that personal attributes are protective against maladjustment among 
adolescents who expose to violence. Recent literature has identified certain personality 
traits that moderate the impact of violence on adolescence. 
Previous research has shown that neuroticism was linked to adjustment outcome. 
Neuroticism was found to be related to a wide range of outcomes, including 
psychopathology, social relationship, academic achievement and behavioral conduct. 
Neuroticism characterizes individuals on the extent to which they experience negative 
emotions. High neuroticism implies tendencies to experience high negative emotional 
states, such as threatening and distressing, and they are more reactive to stress (Rogosch 
& Cicchetti, 2004). Emotional stability (inverse to neuroticism) assessed in high school 
children was associated with social relationship, behavioral conduct and scholastic 
competence (Hair & Graziano, 2003). Specifically, Werner (1989) suggested that 
optimism was related to adjustment of high-risk children. Resilient individuals are more 
hopeful about their ability or external power to create positive outcomes (KUlnpfer, 
1999). 
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In studies on violence, researchers found that emotion regulation mediates and 
moderates the relationship between exposure to violence and adjustment. Children who 
have been exposed to violence tend to be characterized by intense feelings of anger and 
irritability, which in turn impaired their regulation of be ha vi or and academic 
performance (Schwartz & Gorman, 2003). Emotion regulation has been viewed as the 
capacity that is crucial to child's social and behavioral functioning. Deficits in emotion 
regulation are predictive of rejection and aggression (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). 
Emotion regulation also moderates the negative outcomes associated with family 
discords (Margolin & Gordis, 2000). 
Overall, universal personality traits such as emotional stability have been found to 
ameliorate the negative impact of violence exposure, and relate to favorable outcomes. 
Nonetheless, these findings were based on western literature; culture-specific personality 
traits should be taken into account in resilience research. 
Interpersonal related Personality Traits serve as Protective Factors 
In collectivistic cultures (e.g. China), people typically emphasize maintaining 
harmonious relationships with others (Diener, Oishi, & Lucas, 2003). Researchers have 
indicated the importance of family relationships among Chinese adolescents (Leung & 
Leung, 1992; Park & Huebner, 2005). Researchers have also demonstrated that 
interpersonally related personality, such as family orientation and harmony are culturally 
specific to Chinese culture (Cheung, Leung, Zhang, Sun, Gan, Song, & Xie, 2001), but 
have not been covered in the Big Five or other Western personality measures. 
Interpersonal related personality traits are salient in predicting well-being among 
Chinese adolescents (Ho, Cheung, & Cheung, 2007), also these personality 
characteristics may serve as protective factor against stress in predicting adjustment 
outcomes. As a result, the inclusion of these indigenous personality variables in the 
study of resilience among Chinese adolescents is essential. 
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Studies on both SWB and resilience have suggested that interpersonal related 
characteristics are important indicators of well-being and better adjustment, particularly 
in Chinese culture. For instance, harmony has been shown to be significantly correlated 
with SWB among Chinese adolescents (Ho et aI., 2007). Adolescents who have the 
tendency toward harmony may be more likely to elicit support from others. Given that 
harmony is crucial in conflict resolution among Chinese, personal disposition toward 
harmony is an important protective factor in resilience for adolescents who are exposed 
to violence. 
Studies of children exposed to violence have also identified interpersonal related 
characteristics, and family cohesion and support as key protective factors in the context 
of exposure to violence (Christiansen & Evans, 2005; Kliewer et aI., 2006; Osofsky, 
1999). Interpersonal characteristics are viewed as iInportant protective factors in the 
association between exposure to violence and adjustment. For example, children or 
adolescents who possess certain personality traits, such as agreeableness and friendliness , 
tend to be victimized less than those who lack those traits (Christiansen & Evans, 2005). 
Individuals who possess interpersonal related personality characteristics are more likely 
to have better relationships with others, which in turn influence their adjustment 
outcomes. 
Family support and cohesion seems to have ameliorative effects on the influence of 
violence. Family cohesion reduced the association between exposure to violence and 
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internalizing symptoms (Kliewer et aI, 2006). Family support was also a powerful 
predictor of resilient functioning in several domains among adolescents (Lynch, 2003). 
Personal disposition toward family orientation reflect having a strong sense of family 
solidarity, for example spend time with falnily members and provide care for family 
members. Individuals who possess interpersonal related personality characteristics are 
more likely to elicit support from family members in the face of violence, which help 
adolescents to retain relatively good adjustment. As good interpersonal relationships and 
family ties may help shield youth from the negative effects of exposure to violence, 
interpersonally related personality traits including harmony and family orientation might 
serve as important protective factors aITIong adolescents who are exposed to violence. 
In sum, interpersonal relatedness is a distinctive personality factor that is central to 
the Chinese cultw·e. There is evidence that harmony and family orientation personality 
traits are ilnportant predictors of well-being, and they may play a role in moderating 
reactions to violence an10ng Chinese adolescents. Nevertheless, the protective function 
of interpersonal relatedness was not thoroughly examined in previous resilient research. 
In addition, little is known about the ways that personality moderates adolescents ' 
adaptation to different types of outcomes; it is important to understand how different 
personality traits 1110derate the effects of various forms and settings of exposure to 
violence on different outcomes. Personality vaI'iables explored in this study include 
emotional stability and interpersonal relatedness, and these personality characteristics 
are hypothesized as adaptive personality, as they have been found to be protective 
against stress in predicting vaI'ious indices of health and competence. 
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In the present study, the moderation effect of personality variables, including 
emotional stability and interpersonal relatedness on adjustment outcomes was 
investigated. The Adolescent Version of the Cross-Cultural (Chinese) Personality 
Assessment Inventory (CPAI-A; Cheung, Leung, & Cheung, 2006) that provides 
culturally relevant personality measures was adopted. The CP AI-A includes scales of 
particular importance to the Chinese culture (e.g. Hannony and Family Orientation) as 
well as scales believed to be universal (e.g. Optimism vs. Pessimism, Emotionality and 
Inferiority vs. Self-acceptance) across cultures. 
The results of the factor analysis of the CP AI-A personality scales showed that 
Emotionality, Inferior versus Self-Acceptance and Optimism scales of CPAI-A were 
highly loaded on the Emotional Stability Factor (Cheung, Fan, Cheung, & Leung, in 
press), hence, Emotionality, Inferior versus Self-Acceptance and Optimism were used as 
measures of Emotional Stability in the present study. 
The results of the factor analysis of the CP AI-A personality scales showed that 
Harmony and Family Orientation scales of CPAI-A were highly loaded on the 
Interpersonal Relatedness factor (Cheung et aI., in press), hence, Harmony and Family 
Orientation were used as measures of Interpersonal Relatedness in the present study. 
Comparisons of Resilient, Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetent Adolescents 
Apart from identifying factors that buffer against risk, studies on resilience have 
also identified individuals with high adversity and high competence, and comparing 
them with others (e.g. low adversity and high competence) (Luthar et aI., 2000). 
Particularly, researchers have focused on how groups of people sharing defining 
characteristics compare to other groups of people, and individuals are generally 
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categorized into four groups: Resilient (high risk, high competent), Maladaptive (high 
risk, low competent), Competent (low risk, high competent) and Incompetent (low risk, 
low competent) (Luthar et aI., 2000; Masten et aI., 1999). Despite individuals identified 
as "Resilient" usually refer to positive adaptation, there is no consensus on the definition 
of resilient functioning. A wide variety of criteria have been adopted to categorize 
individuals. For example, researchers have defined resilient functioning as achieving 
success on major developmental tasks (Masten et aI., 1999). Other investigators have 
described resilient as obtaining scores on normed measures that were indicative of 
positive adaptation (Haskett et aI., 2006). Previous literature on resilience mainly 
focused on the competence of adolescents (e.g. social and academic competence) 
(Luthar et aI., 1991), however ignore other aspects such as emotional and behavioral 
outcomes, therefore, this study expanded the outcome criteria from competence to 
adaptive functioning that include emotional, behavioral, social and cognitive functioning. 
As multiple domains of outcome measures are likely to yield the greatest understanding 
of resilience, adaptive functioning was defined on the basis of four domains of 
functioning (emotional, behavioral, social and cognitive functioning) in the present 
study. Moreover, these domains of functioning are relevant to the salient developmental 
tasks of adolescence. 
Similar to the criteria of resilient functioning, there is not yet a widely accepted 
standard for the definition of high and low risk and functioning. Cutoff points were 
varied in previous literature, such as based on norms for the measures, above the median 
for the full sample (Haskett et aI., 2006), one standard deviation above and below the 
respective group means (Luthar et aI., 1991), and one-half a standard deviation above or 
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below the sample mean (Masten et aI., 1999). To define groups high and low on risk, 
median split of the total score of violence exposure was adopted (high risk was defined 
as above the median, and low risk was defined as below the median for the full sample). 
As the distribution of scores was positively skewed in this sample, using median split 
could provide nearly equal groups for comparison. 
Another question with regard to functioning criteria is whether categorization of 
resilience should require excellent versus average levels of functioning (Luthar et aI., 
2000). Since exposure to violence is stressful and may result in a variety of psychosocial 
difficulties to adolescents, the criteria of adequate functioning only entails the average 
level of functioning in this study. Specifically, both emotional and behavioral 
functioning was assessed by an established clinical measure, so the cutoff score was 
based on norms for the measure. Social and cognitive functioning was based on the 
median cutoff, as suggested by Cicchetti and Rogosch (1993). Given the vulnerable 
population within this sample, using the median cutoff is more appropriate. 
Recent research has also been interested in examining patterns of personality 
organization among maltreated and nonmaltreated children (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). 
Cluster analysis revealed five distinct subgroups of children who shared a similar profile 
of personality dimensions (based on the Big Five). The pattern of two clusters 
(Gregarious and Reserved) was similar to the pattern of Resilient group identified in 
other studies, who showed high scores on agreeableness, conscientious, and openness to 
experience, and low scores on neuroticism (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). Previous 
research has demonstrated that personality characteristics are differentially related to 
various adjustment outcomes (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). The comparison of resilient 
adolescents to other groups would provide a better understanding of the personality 
profiles of adolescents who are exposed to violence. 
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In the current study, adolescents were classified into four groups: Resilient (high 
risk, adequate functioning), Maladaptive (high risk, inadequate functioning), Competent 
(low risk, adequate functioning) and Incompetent (low risk, inadequate functioning). 
CPAI-A personality scales including Optimism vs. Pessimism, Emotionality and 
Inferiority vs. Self-acceptance, Harmony and Family Orientation were included in the 
comparisons to examine whether resilient adolescents differed from others on 
personality characteristics. 
Objectives and Hypotheses of this Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the underlying mechanism of 
resilience. Resilient adolescents have been found to have different personality 
characteristics than those who do succumb (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). It is 
importance to understand individual difference in people's responses to stress, as well as 
the contextual specificity of protective processes. Particularly, this study aimed to 
examine the protective role of personality factors in the relationship between violence 
exposure and adjustment outcOlnes among Chinese adolescents. 
There is evidence that adolescents who are witnesses or victims of violence are 
associated with a variety of psychological and behavior problems. However, forms and 
settings of exposure on adjustment outcomes have rarely been explored. In order to 
identify the specific consequences of adolescents' exposure to violence, multifaceted 
assessments that simultaneously tap violence exposure in the community, school and 
home, and through either or both witnessing and being victilnized should be needed. As 
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risk factors seldom occur alone, the comorbid risk factors that frequently occur in 
exposure to violence should also be disentangled. Furthermore, the protective factors 
within individuals for exposure to violence have rarely been investigated. In particular, 
understanding more about potential moderators of the effects of violence is critical for 
specifying how exposure to different forms and settings of violence impacts the course 
of development among adolescents. In addition, previous research has found distinct 
personality profiles of resilient adolescents compared to other groups; the profiles of 
personality characteristics among resilient adolescents who are exposed to violence 
deserve further exploration. 
Analytic Strategy 
The objectives of this study were fourfold: (1) to examine the extent to which 
forms or settings of exposure to violence predicted adjustment outcomes; (2) to evaluate 
the association of personality factors (ES and IR) with adjustment outcomes; (3) to 
investigate ES and IR as protective factors in the relationship between exposure to 
violence and outcome variables; (4) to examine the profiles of personality characteristics 
among resilient adolescents. Gender, age, SES (CSSA receiver and new immigrant), 
family structure (single-parent family) were included as control variables in order to 
examine the unique contributions of violence exposure on adjustment outcomes. 
Specific hypotheses were generated based on literature review. In summary, it is 
predicted that: 
1. Exposure to violence has direct effects on adolescent's adjustment outcomes. 
2. Emotional Stability and Interpersonal Relatedness personality factors have direct 
effects on adjustment outcomes. 
3. Emotional Stability and Interpersonal Relatedness personality factors moderate 
the link between exposure to violence and adjustment outcomes. 
4. Resilient adolescents have different personality profiles compared to 
Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetent adolescents. 
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Regarding hypotheses 1, 2 and 3, risk, compensatory and protective or vulnerability 
factors were recognized, because both the compensatory model and the protective 
vulnerability model were adopted in the present study to examine the main effects and 
interaction effects of risk and protective factors on adjustment outcomes. Compensatory 
functions operate in a simple counteractive fashion, which is the main effect of 
predictors on adjustment outcomes. On the other hand, protective or vulnerability 






A total of 1,305 students in Hong Kong participated in this study. After screening 
outliers (standardized residual value above or below 3) and invalid cases (checked by the 
CPAI-2 Response Consistency Index), 445 cases were discarded. The large number of 
invalid cases may due to the lack of motivation among the students in this sample. The 
final sample included 860 adolescents (57.7% male, 42.3% female). The participants 
were students recruited from four secondary schools in Hong Kong. This sample 
comprised Form 1 to Form 3 students (equivalent to grade 7 - 9). The age of the sample 
ranged from 12 to 18, with a mean age of 13.35 years (SD = 1.22). The data were 
collected from schools that were associated with more social problems (e.g. high violent 
crime rate, low social economic status, more new ilnmigrants). In this sample, 77.4% of 
them were born in Hong Kong, whereas 20% of them were born in Mainland, among 
which 51.7% of them lived in Hong Kong less than seven years. About 22% of them or 
their families obtained comprehensive social security assistance (CSSA: a form of 
financial assistance) from the Social Welfare Department in Hong Kong. About 14% of 
them lived in single-parent households. All the participants were invited to participate in 
the study on a voluntary basis. Informed consent was obtained from the participants, 
their parents and the schools before the study began. Only two participating schools 
provided both teacher and school reports (N = 308). 
Given the large number of invalid cases (N = 445), I compared the 445 cases 
excluded from this study with the 860 adolescents included in this study on some of the 
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target variables within this study. The results of an independent sample t-test indicated 
that there was no significant difference on personality variables and adjustment 
outcomes between these two samples. Nevertheless, there was significant difference on 
exposure to violence between these two samples. The 445 sub sample (M = 18.80, range 
from 0 to 79) reported higher frequency of exposure to violence than the 860 sub sample 
(M= 16.53, rang from 0 to 69). Given their random response style, it is suspected that 
the 445 sub sample may exaggerate the incidence of violence exposure, and these 
incidence estimates may be affected by memory bias. In the teacher report (aggressive 
behaviors), the 445 sub sample also contained more outliers than the 860 sub sample. 
Procedure 
A packet of self-administered questionnaires was given to all the participants in 
the classrooms. Participants were informed that the researcher was investigating 
students' environmental stress, personality, and adjustment. To encourage truthful 
responding, the participants were told their responses are anonymous and there are no 
right or wrong answers to any of the questions. All of the respondents were informed 
that they could withdraw from the study at any time. Teacher reports and school reports 
were also be obtained to accompany students' self-report. The students were told that 
both teacher and school reports were collected before they participated in the study. The 
participants took about 20-30 minutes to complete the questionnaires. 
Measures 
Exposure to Violence. The Multiple Forms of Violence Scale (MFVS; Ho & 
Cheung, 2007) was developed to assess violence experience in different forms 
(witnessing and victimization) and settings (community, school and home). Violence is 
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defined as deliberate acts intended to cause physical and/or psychological harm against a 
person. The development of MFVS made reference to the Parent-Child Conflict Tactics 
Scales (CTSPC; Straus, Hamby, Finkelhor, Moore & Runyan, 1998) and the Children' s 
Report of Exposure to Violence (CREV; Cooley, Turner, & Beidel, 1995). The MFVS is 
a 48-item self-report scale, listing violent incidents that an adolescent in Hong Kong 
might experience in a lifetime. Participants were asked to rate the items on a 5-point 
Likert scale that indicates frequency of exposure to a variety of violent situations, with 0 
= never; 1 = one time; 2 = a few tiInes; 3 = many times; 4 = daily. The total score was 
derived by summing the scores for the 48 items. The subscales were comprised of items 
related by the forms and settings of exposure: "Community Witnessed" subscale (CWS), 
"Community Victimized" subscale (CVS), "School Witnessed" subscale (SWS), 
"School Victimized" subscale (SVS), "Home Witnessed" subscale (HWS) and "Home 
Victimized" subscale (HVS). Each subscale score was derived by sumlning the scores 
for 8 items. Items on the subscales ranged in severity from verbal threats to being 
beating up or attacked (see Appendix). The validity of the MFVS was exatnined with a 
sample of 381 adolescents from a prior study. The results of correlational analyses 
showed that exposure to violence were positively correlated with anxiety and depression 
(r = .28, p < .001), aggressive behavior (r = .21,p < .05) and delinquent behavior (r 
= .37, p < .001). In this study, the "internal reliability ofMFVS, CWS, CVS, SWS, SVS, 
HWS and HVS were .89, .79, .70, .81 , .68, .63 and .65, respectively. 
Personality. Scales from the Adolescent Version of the Cross-Cultural (Chinese) 
Personality Assessment Inventory (CP AI-A; Cheung, Leung, & Cheung, 2006) were 
used in this study. The CPAI-A is a self-report measure that covers 27 personality scales, 
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13 clinical scales and three validity indices. The results of the factor analysis of the 
CPAI-A personality scales showed that Emotionality (EMO), Optimism-Pessimism (O-P) 
and Inferiority versus Self-Acceptance (I-S) scales of CP AI was highly loaded on the 
Emotional Stability factor, Harmony (HAR) and Family Orientation (F AM) scales were 
highly loaded on the Interpersonal Relatedness factor (Cheung, Fan, Cheung, & Leung, 
in press). Therefore, only the EMO, O-P, I-S, F AM and HAR scales were used in the 
present study. Respondents were asked to answer each item using a yes-no format. The 
CPAI-A has been shown to be a reliable and valid measure (Ho et aI., 2007). In this 
study, the Cronbach's alpha coefficients for EMO, O-P, I-S, F AM and HAR scales 
were .71, .73, .81, .77 and .67, respectively. 
Adjustment Outcomes - Domains of Functioning 
In the current study, multiple domains of functioning (emotional, behavioral, social 
and cognitive) were used to assess adjustment outcomes. Specifically, emotional 
problem was measured in tenns of anxious/depressed symptoms; behavior problems 
were measured in terms of aggressive and delinquent behaviors; social functioning was 
measured in terms of peer satisfaction; and cognitive function was lneasured in terms of 
academic performance. 
Emotional and Behavior Problems. The Youth Self Report (YSR; Achenbach, 1991) 
was used to assess adolescents' emotional and behavior problems. YSR is a self-
administered form designed for use with adolescents between the ages of 12 and 18. The 
II2-item YSR measures eight sub-scale symptoms: withdrawn, somatic complaints, 
anxious/depressed, social problems, thought problems, attention problems, aggressive 
behaviors, and delinquent behaviors. An adolescent selected his or her response from 0 
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"not true" to 2 "very true or often true". In this study, only the anxious/depressed and the 
delinquent behaviors sub scales were used to measure the participants' emotional and 
behavior problems. The Cronbach's alpha coefficients for the anxious/depressed and 
delinquent behaviors subscales in this study were .89 and .69, respectively. 
The Teacher Report Form (TRF; Achenbach, 1991) is a complement measure to the 
YSR. The 112-item TRF measure eight sub-scale symptoms that are identical to those in 
the YSR and is completed by teachers. In this study, only the aggressive behaviors 
subscales were used to assess participants' aggressive behaviors. The internal 
consistency of the aggressive behaviors subscales in this study was .92. The Chinese 
versions of the YSR and TRF have been demonstrated to be reliable and valid in 
Chinese samples (Leung, K wong, Tang, et aI., 2006). Both YSR and TRF correlate with 
clinic-referred status. Clinical cut-points have been established for the delinquent 
behaviors, anxious and depressed and aggressive behaviors subscales. T scores greater 
than 70 on these scales are considered to be in the clinical range for those types of 
problems in Hong Kong population (Leung et aI., 2006). 
Social Functioning. The Chinese Adolescents' Life Satisfaction Scale (CALSS; 
Cheung & Cheung, 2005) was used to assess adolescents' peer satisfaction. The 
development of CALSS made reference to the five-item Satisfaction With Life Scale 
(SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen & Griffin, 1985) and the 40-item Multidimensional 
Students' Life Satisfaction Scale (MSLSS; Gilman, Huebner & Laughlin, 2000). The 
35-item CALSS was designed to assess adolescents' global satisfaction as well as 
specific domains of satisfaction, such as self, family, school, health and friends. 
Respondents were asked to rate each of the questions on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = 
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strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree). To assess peer relationship satisfaction, only 
the domain of friends was adopted in the present study, with a total of four items. In this 
study, the internal reliability of the peer satisfaction scale was .83. 
Cognitive Functioning. Cognitive functioning was assessed by self-reports and 
school reports of academic performance, as well as the YSR (a single-item measure). 
Participants were asked to rate the items on a 4-point Likert scale that indicates their 
performance on each of the subject (Chinese, English, History, Mathematics and 
Science), with 0 = failing; 1 = below average; 2 = average; 3 = above average. The mean 
score (summing the subject scores and taking the average) for each student was 
computed. Average grades were also obtained by school reports that indicate the 
students' average academic grades in the last semester. 
Prior to the main study, a pilot study with 15 adolescents, aged 11-14 years was 
completed to tryout the instruments and design of the current study. The results of the 
pilot study showed that the items of the instruments were understandable, the reliabilities 
of the measurements were acceptable, and there were variability in the participants' 





Before beginning analyses, I applied square-root transformation to the variables 
that were distributed with high skewness, following examination of the descriptive 
statistics (Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1989). For ease of discussion, the analyses of 
untransformed scores are presented (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). To reduce 
multicollinearity and make interpretation of coefficients in multiple regressions more 
meaningful, all interaction terms were calculated using mean-centered scores, as 
recommended by Aiken and West (1991). 
Descriptive Statistics 
The mean, standard deviation and the percentage of participating adolescents 
endorsing the items in each violence exposure scale is summarized in Table 1. The 
majority of the sample (92.2%) had been exposed to some form of violence either as 
witness or victim (MFYS: M= 16.53, SD = 13.38, range from 0 to 69). Most of the 
sample had witnessed violence in the community (82%) (CWS: M= 5.79, SD = 4.89, 
range from 0 - 22), and school (74.2%) (SWS: M= 4.69, SD = 4.78, range from 0 - 22). 
About half of the sample had been victimized in the community (58.7%) (CYS: M= 
2.31, SD = 3.00, range from 0 - 15) and school (49.5%) (SYS: M= 1.75, SD = 2.57, 
range from 0 - 13). A third of the sample (37.9%) had been victimized at home (HYS: 
M = 1.25, SD = 2.26, range from 0 - 12), and 26.9% had witnessed violence at home 
(HWS: M = .76, SD = 1.65, range from 0 - 9). 
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In addition, of those who had been exposed to violence, 16.8% had been exposed 
to violence in a single setting, 42.5% of them had been exposed to violence in two 
different settings, and 40.7% of them had been exposed to violence in all three settings. 
The majority of participants in this sample had been exposed to violence in multiple 
settings. 
Table 1. 
Percentage of Adolescents Who Endorsed Self-Report Violence Exposure Items in Each 
Scale 
Scale 






























Home Victimized 1.25 2.26 37.9 
Note. N = 860. The maximum score on MFVS is 192, and the maximum score on each 
subscale is 32. Percentages are based on participating adolescents who gave a rating at 
least one of the items. 
The means, standard deviations and reliability of each personality scale of the 
CPAI-A, and each adjustment outcome (elTIotional, behavioral, social and cognitive 
functioning) are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. 




1. Emotional Stability 
Emotionality 
Inferiority vs Self-Acceptance 
Optimism vs Pessimism 






























Anxious/Depressed 0 - 25 6.14 5.76 .89 
11. Behavior Problems 
Delinquent Behavior 0 - 12 2.82 2.52 .69 
Aggressive Behavior 0 - 20 2.39 4.55 .92 
Ill. Social Functioning 
Peer Satisfaction 1 - 7 5.44 1.17 .83 
IV. Cognitive Functioning 
Academic Performance 0 - 5.8 1.63 .65 
Average Grade 11.06 - 83.32 53.7 13.76 
CPAI-A = The adolescent version of the Chinese Personality Assessment Inventory. 
Note. N= 860. 
Data Reduction 
To reduce the number of dependent variables by constructing a smaller set of 
composite variables, composite scores were calculated by averaging the standardized 
scores obtained from self and teacher/school reports. Two composite scores of 
adjustment outcomes were developed: Cognitive Functioning = Academic performance 
(YSR) + Average grade (school report); Behavior Problems = Delinquent behavior 
(YSR) + Aggressive behavior (TRF). 
To reduce the number of lTIoderator variables, Neuroticism-related scales 
including EMO, I-S and O-P were combined into one composite score (by adding the 
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scores of each scale and taking the average), and relabeled as Emotional Stability (ES). 
Interpersonal Relatedness-related scales including F AM and HAR were also combined 
into one composite score, and relabeled as Interpersonal Relatedness (IR). 
Bivariate Correlations among the Variables 
Correlations among predictors (exposure to violence), moderators (personality 
factors) and outcome (adjustment outcomes) variables are presented in Table 3. 
Exposure to violence was significantly related to adjustment outcomes (emotional, 
behavioral and social functioning) in the expected directions, with the exception of 
cognitive functioning. In particular, witnessing and/or being victimized by community, 
school and domestic violence were positively related to emotional and behavior 
problems. Being victimized by community, school and domestic violence were 
negatively associated with peer satisfaction. 
The results of the correlational analyses indicated that personality factors 
including Emotional Stability (ES) and Interpersonal Relatedness (IR) were negatively 
associated with emotional and behavior problems, and positively related to peer 
satisfaction and cognitive functioning. 
The results of correlational analysis also revealed that both personality factors 
(ES and IR) were negatively linked to exposure to violence. Specifically ES and IR were 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Risk, Compensatory and Protective or Vulnerability Factors 
A series of hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to examine the main 
effects and interaction effects of violence exposure and personality factors on each of the 
four adjustment outcomes, that is emotional problems (measured by anxious/depressed 
subscale), behavior problems (measured by aggressive and delinquent behaviors), social 
functioning (measured by peer relationship satisfaction) and cognitive functioning 
(measured by academic performance). For the overall analyses, age, gender, SES and 
family structure were entered in step 1, to control for demographic in the criteria and 
other risk factors; exposure to violence was entered in step 2; personality factors were 
entered in step 3; after main effects were controlled, two-way interactions (violence x 
ES and violence x IR) were entered in step 4. The interaction terms allowed us to 
determine whether the associations between violence exposure and adjustment outcomes 
differed across levels of personality variables. 
Within these analyses, significant main effects would indicate a variable is a risk 
factor (exposure to violence) or a compensatory factor (personality factor); both risk and 
compensatory factors are directly related to adjustment outcomes. Protective or 
vulnerability processes would be indicated if significant interaction effects were 
obtained. In order to examine the overall effects of exposw'e to violence and differential 
effects offorrns (witnessing and being victimized) and settings (community, school and 
home) of exposure to violence, and personality variables (ES and IR) on domain-specific 
outcomes among adolescents, the results of this study are presented with respect to 
overall or the three settings of exposure and the four functioning (emotional, behavioral, 
social and cognitive) sequentially. 
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Overall Exposure to Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions of overall exposure to violence on 
adjustment outcomes are presented in Table 4. For emotional problems, there were 
significant main effects of gender (girls had more emotional problems), new immigrant 
status (new immigrants had less emotional problems), violence exposure and ES, but 
there was no interaction effect between exposure to violence and personality variables. 
The overall model (model 3 without interaction) explained 50% of the variance in 
emotional problems, R 2 = .50, F(8, 724) = 90.29, p < .001, f 2 = 1, which indicated a 
large effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For behavior problems, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status 
(new immigrants had less behavior problems), violence exposure and personality factors 
(ES and IR), but there was no interaction effect between exposure to violence and 
personality variables. The overall model (model 3 without interaction) explained 23% of 
the variance in behavior problems, R 2 = .23, F(8, 724) = 27.06,p < .001, f 2 = .30, 
which indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For peer satisfaction, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status (new 
immigrants had higher peer satisfaction), violence exposure and personality factors (ES 
and IR), but there was no interaction effect between exposure to violence and 
personality variables. Once all predictors were entered in step 3, only gender, new 
immigrant status and personality factors (ES and IR) were still significant. Exposure to 
violence became a nonsignificant predictor as soon as personality variables were entered, 
suggesting that these personality factors were relatively more substantial unique 
predictors of peer satisfaction than violence exposure. The overall model (model 3 
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without interaction) explained 19% of the variance in social functioning, R 2 = .19, F(8, 
724) = 21 .30, p < .001 , f 2 = .23, which indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure 
(single-parent families had poorer cognitive functioning) and IR, but there was no main 
effect of violence exposure. There was an interaction effect (violence exposure x IR) on 
cognitive functioning (see Figure 1). The overall model (model 4 with interaction) 
explained 10% of the variance in cognitive functioning, R 2 = .10, F(lO, 722) = 8.04, p 
< .001 , f 2 = .11 , which indicated a small effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
As seen in Table 4, overall exposure to violence as a risk factor that associated 
with maladaptive outcomes (e.g. more emotional and behavior problelns and less 
satisfied with peers). In addition, both ES and IR served as compensatory factors in 
influencing adolescents' behavior problems and peer satisfaction. ES solely served as a 
compensatory factor for emotional functioning, IR solely served as a compensatory 
factor for cognitive functioning. IR was also served as a protective factor, in which 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Overall Violence Exposure 




Figure 1. Interaction effects of Overall Violence Exposure and Interpersonal Relatedness 
personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 
(composite score of academic performance and average grade) is set at the z-score mean. 
To examine the differential effect of violence exposure in specific settings on 
adjustment outcomes, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted separately by 
settings in order to evaluate the unique contributions of exposure to specific forms and 
settings of violence to adolescents' adjustment. To identify the unique contribution of 
violence exposure in a specific setting (e.g. community), the effect of violence exposure 
in other settings (e.g. school and home) were taken into account first. For the following 
analyses, demographic variables were entered in step 1; exposure to violence in other 
settings (e.g. school and home) was entered in step 2, to control the effect of variance 
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shared with other settings of exposure; exposure to violence in a particular setting (e.g. 
community) was entered in step 3; personality factors were entered in step 4; after main 
effects were controlled, two-way interactions (witnessed x ES, victimized x ES, 
witnessed x IR, victimized x IR) were entered in step 5. 
Exposure to Community Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions of exposure to community violence on 
adjustment outcomes are presented in Table 5. For emotional problems, there were 
significant main effects of gender, new immigrant status, exposure to school and 
domestic violence (witnessing and victimization), victimization by community violence 
(after controlling for other settings of exposure) and ES, but there was no interaction 
effect between exposure to community violence and personality variables. After taking 
into account the exposure to other settings of violence, victimization by community 
violence explained an additional 1 % of the variance in emotional problems, fl.R 2 = .01, 
fl.F(2,719) = 5.58,p < .01. In step 4, after all other variables were entered, only 
witnessing school and domestic violence and ES were still significant. Victimization by 
community violence became a nonsignificant predictor, suggesting that the variance of 
victimization by community violence was overlapping with other variables in predicting 
emotional problems. The overall model (model 4 without interaction) explained 51 % of 
the variance in emotional functioning, R 2 = .51, F(13, 717) = 58.24,p < .001, f 2 = 1.04, 
which indicated a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For behavior problems, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
exposure to school violence (witnessing and victimization), personality factors (ES and 
IR), but there was no main effect of exposure to community violence (after controlling 
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for other settings of exposure) and interaction effects between exposure to community 
violence and personality variables. The overall model (model 4 without interaction) 
explained 24% of the variance in behavioral functioning, R 2 = .24, F(13, 717) = 17.19, p 
< .001 , f 2 = .32, which indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For peer satisfaction, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
victimization by school and community (after controlling for other settings of exposure) 
violence, and personality factors (ES and IR). There were two interaction effects 
(community witnessed x IR and community victimized x IR) on peer satisfaction (see 
Figure 2 and 3). Victimization by community violence accounted for an additional 1 % 
variance in peer satisfaction beyond the contribution of exposure to other settings of 
violence, tlR 2 = .01 , tlF(2,719) = 4.24,p < .05. In step 5, only gender, age, new 
immigrant status, personality factors (ES and IR) and two interaction effects 
(community witnessed x IR and community victimized x IR) were still significant after 
all variables were included. Victimization by cOlnmunity violence was no longer 
significant, as IR moderated the relationship between exposure to community violence 
and peer satisfaction. The overall model (model 5 with interaction) explained 220/0 of the 
variance in peer satisfaction, R 2 = .22, F(l7, 713) = 11.98,p < .001, f 2 = .28, which 
indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure and IR, 
but there was no main effect of exposure to community violence and interaction effect 
between exposure to community violence and personality variables. The overall model 
(model 4 without interaction) explained only 100/0 of the variance in cognitive 
functioning, R 2 = .10, F(13, 717) = 5.94,p < .001, f 2 = .11, which indicated a small 
effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
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As seen in Table 5, exposure to community violence as a risk factor that 
associated with maladaptive outcomes (e.g. more emotional problems and less satisfied 
with peers). Both ES and IR served as compensatory factors in influencing adolescents' 
behavior problems and peer satisfaction. ES solely as served a compensatory factor for 
emotional functioning. IR solely served as a compensatory factor for cognitive 
functioning. In addition, IR was found to be protective in nature for peer satisfaction, in 
which witnessing and victimization by community violence interacted with IR in 
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Figure 2. Interaction effects of Witnessing Community Violence and Interpersonal 
Relatedness personality in the prediction of Peer Satisfaction. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Peer Satisfaction is set at the 
scale mean. 
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Figure 3. Interaction effects of Victimized by Community Violence and Interpersonal 
Relatedness personality in the prediction of Peer Satisfaction. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Peer Satisfaction is set at the 
scale mean. 
Exposure to School Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions of exposure to school violence are 
presented in Table 6. For emotional problems, there were main effects of gender, new 
immigrant status, exposure to dOlnestic (witnessing and victiInization), cOlnmunity 
(victimization) and school (witnessing, after controlling for other settings of exposure) 
violence and ES, but there was no interaction effect between exposure to school violence 
and personality variables. After taking account of exposure to other settings of violence, 
witnessing school violence explained an additional 2% of the variance in emotional 
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problems, flR2 = .02, flF(2,719) = 6.51,p < .01. The overall model (model 4 without 
interaction) explained 51 % of the variance in emotional problems, R 2 = .51, F(l3, 717) 
= 58.24, p < .001, f 2 = 1.04, which indicated a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For behavior problems, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
exposure to community (witnessing and victimization) and school (witnessing, after 
controlling for other settings of exposure) violence, and personality factors (ES and IR), 
but there was no interaction effect between exposure to school violence and personality 
variables. After taking account of exposure to other settings of violence, witnessing 
school violence explained an additional 2% of the variance in behavior problems, flR 2 
= .02, flF(2,719) = 6.13,p < .01. The overall model (model 4 without interaction) 
explained 24% of the variance in behavioral functioning, R 2 = .24, F(l3, 717) = 17.19,p 
< .001, f 2 = .32, which indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For peer satisfaction, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
exposure to community violence (witnessing and victimization), and personality factors 
(ES and IR), but there was no main effect of school violence (after controlling for other 
settings of exposure) and interaction effect between exposure to school violence and 
personality variables. The overall model (model 4 without interaction) explained 20% of 
the variance in peer satisfaction, R 2 = .21, F(l3, 717) = 14.25, p < .001, f 2 = .27, which 
indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure, 
witnessing school violence (after controlling for other settings of exposure) and IR, and 
there was an interaction effect (school witnessed x IR) (see Figure 4). Witnessing school 
violence accounted for an additional 1 % variance in cognitive functioning beyond the 
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contribution of exposure to other settings of violence, I:!,.R2 = .10, I:!,.F(2,719) = 3.28,p 
< .05. The overall model (model 5 with interaction) explained 12% of the variance in 
cognitive functioning, R 2 = .12, F(l7, 713) = 5.45,p < .01, f 2 = .14, which indicated a 
small effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
As seen in Table 6, witnessing school violence as a risk factor that associated 
with maladaptive outcomes (e.g. more emotional and behavior problems and poorer 
cognitive functioning). Both ES and IR served as compensatory factors in influencing 
adolescents' behavior problems and peer satisfaction. ES solely served as a 
compensatory factor for emotional functioning. IR solely served as a compensatory 
factor for cognitive functioning. In addition, IR was found to be protective in nature for 
cognitive functioning, in which witnessing school violence interacted with IR in 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4. Interaction effects of Witnessing School Violence and Interpersonal 
Relatedness personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning. 
--High 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 
(composite score of academic performance and average grade) is set the z-score mean. 
Exposure to Domestic Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions of exposure to domestic violence are 
presented in Table 7. For emotional problems, there were main effects of gender, new 
immigrant status, exposure to school (witnessing and victimization), community 
(victimization) and domestic (witnessing, after controlling for other settings of exposure) 
violence and ES. There was an interaction effect (home witnessed x ES) on emotional 
problems (see Figure 5). After taking account of exposure to school and community 
violence, witnessing domestic violence explained an additional 2% of the variance in 
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emotional problems, tlR2 = .02, tlF(2,719) = 7.88,p < .001. In step 5, only gender, 
witnessing school violence, ES and one interaction effect (home victimized x ES) were 
still significant after all variables were included. Witnessing domestic violence was no 
longer significant, as ES moderated the relationship between victimization by domestic 
violence and emotional problems. A significant interaction between home victimized 
and ES was found, but the incremental tlR 2 was small (only .004) after interaction 
terms were entered in step 5. The overall model explained 52% of the variance in 
emotional functioning,R 2 = .52,F(l5, 715)=51.24,p< .001,/2= 1.08, which 
indicated a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For behavior problems, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
witnessing school violence and personality factors (ES and IR), but there was no main 
effect of exposure to domestic violence (after controlling for other settings of exposure) 
and interaction effect between exposure to domestic violence and personality variables. 
The overall model explained 24% of the variance in behavioral functioning, R 2 = .24, 
F(l3, 717) = 17.19,p < .001, /2 = .32, which indicated a medium effect size (Cohen, 
1988). 
F or peer satisfaction, there were main effects of age, new immigrant status, 
victimization by school and community violence and personality factors (ES and IR), 
but there was no main effect of exposure to domestic violence (after controlling for other 
settings of exposure) and interaction effect between exposure to domestic violence and 
personality variables. The overall model explained 21 % of the variance in peer 
satisfaction, R 2 = .21, F(l3, 717) = 14.25,p < .001, /2= .27, which indicated a medium 
effect size (Co hen, 1988). 
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For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure, 
witnessing school violence and IR, but there was no main effect of exposure to domestic 
violence (after controlling for other settings of exposure) and interaction effect between 
exposure to domestic violence and personality variables. The overall model explained 
10% of the variance in cognitive functioning, R 2 = .1 0, F(l3, 717) = 5.94, p 
< .001, f 2 = .11, which indicated a small effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
As seen in Table 7, exposure to domestic violence as a risk factor that associated 
with maladaptive outcomes (e.g. more emotional problems and less satisfied with peers). 
Both ES and IR served as compensatory factors in influencing adolescents' behavioral 
and social functioning. ES solely as served a compensatory factor for emotional 
functioning. IR solely served as a compensatory factor for cognitive functioning. In 
addition, ES was also served as a protective factor, in which victimization by domestic 
violence interacted with ES in predicting emotional problems. 
In summary, exposure to violence has emerged as a risk factor for maladjustment. 
Exposure to community, school and domestic violence had significant influence on 
adolescents' psychosocial functioning. Particularly, witnessing school violence yielded 
greater impact on adolescents' adjustlnent outcomes, as witnessing school violence 
contributed unique variance in emotional and behavior problelns and cognitive 
functioning. Victimization by community violence contributed unique variance in 
emotional problems and peer satisfaction; and witnessing domestic violence contributed 
unique variance in emotional problems. On the other hand, personality factors (ES and 
IR) seem to play a more crucial role in predicting adolescents' adjustment outcomes 
(with higher beta weights on the four domains of functioning). Furthermore, there were 
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interaction effects of exposure to community violence (witnessing and victimization) 
and IR on peer satisfaction, and witnessing school violence and IR on cognitive 
functioning. There was an interaction effect of witnessing domestic violence and ES on 
emotional problems. IR showed protective function for social and cognitive functioning 
in community and school violence, respectively, and ES showed protective function for 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5. Interaction effects of Victimized by Domestic Violence and Emotional 
Stability personality in the prediction of Emotional Problems. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Emotional Problems 
(anxious/depressed symptoms) is set at the scale mean. 
Exploratory Analysis of Gender Effect on Adjustment Outcomes 
Although gender effect was not the focus of this study, gender had a significant 
main effect on adolescents' emotional problems. Therefore, whether gender interacts 
with various settings of exposure to violence in predicting adjusttnent outcomes deserve 
further investigation. 
Similar to previous analyses, a series of hierarchical regression analyses were 
performed to examine the main effects and interaction effects of gender, violence 
exposure and personality factors on each of the four adjustment outcomes (emotional 
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problems, behavior problems, peer satisfaction and cognitive functioning). For all 
analyses, step 1-4 were exactly the same as those in the previous analyses, but four more 
two-way interactions (gender x victimized, gender x witnessed, gender x ES, gender x 
IR) were entered in step 5, and three-way interactions (gender x victimized x ES, gender 
x victimized x IR, gender x witnessed x ES and gender x witnessed x IR) were entered 
in step 6. The interaction terms allowed us to determine whether the associations 
between violence exposure and adjustment outcomes differed across levels of 
personality variables and gender, and whether the moderating roles of personality 
variables varied by gender. 
As gender effect was not the primary focus of the present study, only significant 
interaction effects were reported here. Results of this study revealed that there were 
significant interaction effects of gender and community violence, as well as gender and 
school violence, but no significant interaction effect of gender and domestic violence in 
predicting adjustment outcomes. 
Gender and Exposure to Community Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions of exposure to community violence are 
presented in Table 8. For emotional problems, there were significant main effects of 
gender, new immigrant status, exposure to school and domestic violence (witnessing and 
victimization), victimization by community violence, ES, and there were three two-way 
interaction effects (gender x community witnessed, gender x ES, community witnessed x 
IR) (see Figure 6). In step 5, only witnessing school and dOlnestic violence, ES and three 
two-way interaction effects (gender x community witnessed, gender x ES, community 
witnessed x IR) were significant. The overall model (model 5 without three-way 
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interaction) explained 53% of the variance in emotional problems, R 2 = .53, F(21, 709) 
= 37.89,p < .001, /2 = 1.13, which indicated a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). 
For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure and IR 
and a three-way interaction effect (gender x community victimized x IR) (see Figure 7 
and 8), but there was no main effect of violence exposure. In step 6, a two-way 
interaction (community victimized x IR) became significant after three-way interaction 
terms were entered. The overall model (model 6 with three-way interaction) explained 
12% of the variance in cognitive functioning, R2 = .12, F(25, 705) = 3.85,p 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6. Interaction effects of Gender and Witnessing Comlnunity Violence in the 
prediction of Emotional Problems. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Emotional Problems 













































Figure 7. Interaction effects of being Victimized by Community Violence and 
Interpersonal Relatedness personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning for 
Males. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 


























Figure 8. Interaction effects of being Victimized by Community Violence and 
Interpersonal Relatedness personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning for 
Females. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 
(composite score of academic performance and average grade) is set at the z-score mean. 
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Gender and Exposure to School Violence 
Results of the hierarchical regressions for exposure to school violence are 
presented in Table 9. For emotional problems, there were main effects of gender, new 
immigrant status, exposure to domestic violence (witnessing and victimization), 
victimization by community violence, witnessing school violence and ES. There was a 
two-way interaction effect (gender x ES), but no three-way interaction effect. In step 5, 
only witnessing school violence, ES and two-way interaction effect (gender x ES) were 
significant. The overall model explained 53% of the variance in emotional functioning, 
R 2 = .53, F(21 , 709) = 37.81,p < .001, /2 = 1.13 indicate a large effect size (Cohen, 
1988). 
For cognitive functioning, there were main effects of age, family structure, 
witnessing school violence and IR, a two-way interaction effect (school witnessed x IR) 
and a three-way interaction effect (gender x school victimized x IR) (see Figure 9 and 
10). In step 6, only age, family structure, IR and three-way interaction (gender x school 
victimized x IR) were significant. The overall model explained 13% of the variance in 
cognitive functioning, R 2 = .13, F(25, 705) = 4.30, P < .001, /2= .15, indicate a small 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 9. Interaction effects of being Victimized by School Violence and Interpersonal 
Relatedness personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning for Males. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 































Figure 10. Interaction effects of being Victimized by School Violence and Interpersonal 
Relatedness personality in the prediction of Cognitive Functioning for Females. 
Note. To interpret significant interaction effect, value of Cognitive Functioning 
(composite score of academic performance and average grade) is set at the z-score mean. 
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In sum, females generally had more emotional problems than males when they 
witnessed community violence. Witnessing community violence predicted emotional 
problems, but, this relationship was moderated by gender. Males had more emotional 
problems under high frequency of witnessing community violence, but less emotional 
problems under low frequency of witnessing community violence. Females had more 
emotional problems than males under both high and low frequency of witnessing 
community violence. Females seem to be less affected by witnessing community 
violence than males on emotional problems. Moreover, IR serves as a protective factor 
that protects against victimization by community and school violence on cognitive 
functioning, but this moderating effect also differed by gender. Males with higher scores 
on IR demonstrated better cognitive functioning under low frequency of victimization by 
community and school violence, and showed poorer cognitive functioning under high 
frequency of victimization by community and school violence. Males with lower scores 
on IR demonstrated poorer cognitive functioning under low frequency of victilnization 
by community and school violence, but showed better cognitive functioning under high 
frequency of victimization by community and school violence (see Figure 7 and 9). 
However, females with higher scores on IR delnonstrated better cognitive functioning 
under both high and low frequency of victimization by community and school violence 
than those with lower IR scores (see Figure 8 and 10). 
Comparisons of Resilient, Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetent Adolescents 
Multiple analyses of variance (MANOVA) were used to examine whether 
resilient adolescents differed from others on personality characteristics. Planned 
comparisons were made among groups of adolescents identified as Resilient (high risk, 
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adequate functioning); Maladaptive (high risk, inadequate functioning); Competent (low 
risk, adequate functioning); and Incompetent (low risk, inadequate functioning). To 
define groups high and low on risk, median split of the total score of violence exposure 
was adopted (high risk was defined as above the median, and low risk was defined as 
below the median for the full sample). 
Adequate functioning was defined on the basis of four domains of functioning 
including emotional, behavioral, social and cognitive functioning. Emotional functioning 
was measured by the anxious/depressed subscale of YSR (the cutoff score was 19 for 
boys and 21 for girls). Adolescents who had scores above the clinical cutoff point were 
considered as having clinical symptoms (Leung et aI., 2006). Behavioral functioning 
was measured by delinquent behaviors subscale of YSR (the cutoff score was 9 for boys 
and 8 for girls) and aggressive behaviors subscale ofTRF (the cutoff score was 25 for 
boys and 17 for girls). Adolescents who had scores above the clinical cutoff point were 
considered as having behavior problems (Leung et aI. , 2006). Social functioning was 
measured by peer relationship satisfaction. Cognitive functioning was measured by the 
composite score of self-report academic performance and school grade report. 
Adolescents who had scores below the cutoff point in emotional and behavioral domains, 
and above the median on social functioning and cognitive functioning was coded as 
successful. A composite score of adaptation was created based on the five measures 
assessed. Each participant received a score of zero (not successful) or one (successful) 
for each measures. Participants were categorized as adequate functioning if they score a 
4 or higher on the composite. 
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These cutoff scores yielded 139 Resilient adolescents; 269 Maladaptive 
adolescents; 184 Competent adolescents; and 268 Incompetent adolescents. Chi-square 
tests indicated that the proportion of females, CSSA receivers and single-parent families 
in the Resilient, Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetence groups did not differ 
significantly from the sample distributions. Nonetheless, the results of chi-square test 
revealed that the proportion of new immigrants in the Resilient, Maladaptive, Competent 
and Incompetence groups was different from the sample distributions, X 2 (3, N = 857) = 
14.32,p < .01. Within the new immigrant group, 27% of them were classified as 
Resilient, 23% of them were classified as Maladaptive, 30% of them were classified as 
Competent, and 20% of them were classified as Incompetent. Within the non-new 
immigrant group, 15% of them were classified as Resilient, 32% of them were classified 
as Maladaptive, 21 % of them were classified as Competent, and 32% of them were 
classified as Incompetent. 
Dependent variables in MANOV A included both emotional stability related 
personality scales (EMO, O-P and I-S) and interpersonal relatedness related personality 
scales (F AM and HAR). In order to reduce the number of comparisons and increase the 
power to identify group difference, planned (simple) contrast was tested, the Resilient 
group was compared to the Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetent groups. Given the 
number of comparisons is large, the Tukey's HSD procedure was used. Means for the 
four groups on each of the personality variables are shown in Table 10. MANOV A 
indicated significant group differences for personality profiles, Wilk's Lambda, F(3, 856) 
= 10.55, p < .001. 1)2 = .06, indicated a medium effect size. One-way analyses of 
variance (ANOVA) were then conducted for each dependent variable. Univariate 
findings were corrected by setting alpha at .01 to minimize Type 1 errors. 
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As seen in Table 10, the Resilient group significantly differed from the 
Maladaptive group on all the selected personality scales. The Resilient group had lower 
scores on Emotionality (EMO) and Inferiority vs. Self-acceptance (1-S), but higher 
scores on Optimism vs. Pessimism (O-P), Harmony (HAR) and Family Orientation 
(F AM) than the Maladaptive group. 
The Resilient group also significantly differed from the Competent group on 
some of the selected personality scales. The Resilient group had lower scores on HAR 
and F AM, and higher scores on EMO than the Competent group. However, they were 
not significantly different from each other on 1-S and O-P scales. 
Nonetheless, the results of ANOVA showed that the Resilient group was not 
significantly different from the Incompetent group on all the selected personality scales. 
Overall, the Resilient group had a very different personality profile compared to 
the Maladaptive group, and had somewhat different personality patterns cOlnpared to the 
Competent group. Nevertheless, the Resilient group did not have distinct personality 



















































































































































































































































































































































































The results of this study were generally supportive of the hypotheses. 
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Specifically, exposure to different forms and settings of violence has various effects on 
adolescents ' adjustment outcomes. Personality factors including Emotional Stability and 
Interpersonal Relatedness have direct effects on adjustment outcomes. The Emotional 
Stability and Interpersonal Relatedness personality factors also serve as protective 
factors that moderate the link between exposure to violence and adjustment outcomes. In 
addition, Resilient adolescents have different personality profiles compared to 
Maladaptive and Competent adolescents. 
Overall Exposure to Violence and Adjustment Outcomes 
Hypothesis 1 states that exposure to violence has direct effects on adolescents' 
adjustment outcomes was supported. Exposure to violence is viewed as a risk factor, as 
it is particularly stressful to adolescents and is related to a variety of psychosocial 
difficulties (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). Although exposure to violence often goes hand 
in hand with numerous other adverse life events (e .g. poverty, single-parent families, 
new immigrants), after taking into account these related risk factors, exposure to 
violence uniquely contributes to adjustment outcomes. Generally speaking, exposure to 
violence is associated with adolescents' emotional and behavior problems and peer 
satisfaction. 
Of the four domains of functioning (emotional, behavioral, social and cognitive) 
investigated in the current study, overall exposure to violence has a greater impact on 
emotional and behavior problems. Besides emotional and behavior problems, overall 
exposure to violence has certain influence on peer satisfaction. However, overall 
exposure to violence did not have significant impact on adolescents' cognitive 
functioning. 
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Consistent with prior research, exposure to violence has been associated with 
emotional problems (Cooley et aI., 2001; Medina, Margolin, & Gordis, 2008). The result 
of this study showed that exposure to violence had a great impact on emotional problems. 
Exposure to violence is particularly stressful and overwhelming for adolescents, so they 
are more likely to have internalizing problems, such as anxiety and depression 
symptoms. The effect of exposure to violence on emotional problems may be through 
psychophysiological processes. The clinical research literature has documented the 
neurological and physiological effects of trauma (e.g. exposure to violence) on 
individual arousal and stress reactions (Lynch, 2003). 
The findings linking exposure to violence and behavior problems (e.g. 
aggression and delinquent behaviors) are consistent with previous literature (Margolin & 
Gordis, 2000; Kliewer et aI., 2006). The results of this study revealed that exposure to 
violence had a noticeable effect on behavior problems. Social learning theory provides 
an explanation of the link between the exposure to violence and aggressive behaviors 
(Margolin & Gordis, 2000). Social learning theory posits that aggression is learned by 
observing the behavior of others (Foshee, Bauman, & Linder, 1999). Adolescents 
exposed to violence may learn from others that violent behavior is a viable conflict 
resolution option, and aggressive behaviors and acceptance of aggression as a norm in 
close relations (Dodge, Pettit, & Bates, 1997). 
Exposure to violence is also related to satisfaction with peers in adolescents. 
Previous research supports the contention that adolescents exposed to violence 
experience difficulties in their peer relationships (Margolin & Gordis, 2000). The results 
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of this study indicated that exposure to violence also had a direct effect on peer 
satisfaction, but this effect was less influential than that on emotional and behavior 
problems. Researchers have observed that feelings of insecurity and alterations in social 
cognition affect the peer relations of adolescents (Lynch, 2003). Adolescents who are 
exposed to violence may have problems in social information processing, such as 
misinterpreting social cues, and hostile attributions for peers' intentions (Haskett et al. , 
2006). Hence, they are less likely to be accepted by their peers. 
Exposure to violence has been related to problems in adolescents' cognitive 
processes and poor academic performance in previous studies (Schwartz & Gorman, 
2003). However, the direct effect of exposure to violence on cognitive functioning was 
not found in the present study. Only the direct effects of personality factors on cognitive 
functioning had been found. The results of this study suggest that stable personality 
factors seem to play a more significant role in predicting cognitive functioning 
compared to exposure to violence. Other factors not included in this study such as IQ 
scores, language skills, attention and memory may contribute more to cognitive 
functioning rather than experiences of victimization and/or witnessing of violence. 
Specific Forms and Settings o/Violence Exposure and Adjustment Outcomes 
Exposure to different fonns and settings of violence has different effect on 
adolescents' adjustment outcomes. Generally speaking, being victimized by violence 
across several settings has a greater impact on various domains of functioning. Among 
the various settings, exposure to school violence SeelTIS to have a larger influence on 
adjustment outcomes compared to exposure to community and domestic violence. 
Exposure to school violence contributed unique variance in emotional and behavior 
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problems as well as in cognitive functioning even after controlling for other settings of 
violence exposure. 
School Violence 
This study showed that exposure to school violence has a greater effect on 
various domains of functioning. As successful adaptation in school is associated with 
adolescents' developmental tasks, school environment seems crucial for adolescents' 
development and adjustment. In addition, adolescents spend a large proportion of their 
time in school everyday. Therefore, they are more adversely affected by exposure to 
school violence. 
Specifically, exposure to school violence has a greater influence on cognitive 
functioning. Consistent with previous research, witnessing to school violence is 
associated with negative academic outcomes (Lynch, 2003). Perhaps fear of assault at 
school adversely affects students' motivation and engagement in school. Therefore, 
adolescents who are exposed to school violence display poor academic performance. 
Besides cognitive functioning, exposure to school violence in adolescents also 
predicts behavioral functioning. A study by 0 'Keefe (1997) found that exposure to 
school violence was related to behavior problems. Witnessing school violence was 
significantly related to delinquent and aggressive behaviors. Adolescents exposed to 
school violence may learn aggressive behaviors through social learning, and they may 
think violent behaviors are acceptable for conflict resolution. 
Beyond cognitive and behavioral functioning, exposure to school violence in 
adolescents also predicts emotional functioning. Witnessing school violence was 
significantly related to anxious and depressive symptoms. Past researchers have reported 
that exposure to school violence (e.g. bullying) was significantly associated with self-
reported symptoms of anxiety or depression (Bond, Carlin, Thomas, Rubin, & Patton, 
2001). Since school provides the most immediate environment outside the family, 
exposure to school violence are overwhelming for adolescents, which in turn largely 
affect their emotional functioning. 
Community Violence 
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This study showed that exposure to community violence has a significant impact 
on various domains of functioning. Adolescents who live in high-violence areas may be 
more scared of the violence happening to them. Exposure to community violence is 
often associated with other risk factors such as poverty, overcrowding, and scarcity of 
community resources, which all adversely contribute to adolescents' adaptation. 
In particular, being victimized by community violence has a strong effect on 
emotional problems. Studies of exposure to community violence indicate that 
victimization was associated with increased depressive symptoms (Fitzpatrick, 1993). 
Since exposure to community violence can lead to feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, 
and vulnerability in adolescents, which in turn lead to emotional problems. 
Besides emotional functioning, exposure to community violence also had a 
strong predictive power on peer satisfaction in this study. This result is also supported by 
Cooley et al. 's (2001) study. Being victimized by community violence was significantly 
related to peer relationship satisfaction. Consistent with Schwartz and Gorman's (2003) 
study, adolescents who have been exposed to community violence are at risk for 
concomitant social difficulties with peers. 
Domestic Violence 
This study showed that exposure to domestic violence has a modest effect on 
emotional functioning. As exposure to domestic violence undermines adolescents' basic 
sense of trust in the world, it negatively influences adolescents' development and 
adjustment. 
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Particularly, witnessing domestic violence predicted emotional problems. Similar 
to community and school violence, exposure to domestic violence has a significant 
impact on emotional functioning. Previous research has shown that adolescents exposed 
to domestic violence are characterized by a host of internalizing problems, such as 
anxiety and depression symptoms (Lynch & Cicchetti, 1998). Exposure to domestic 
violence poses threats to the adolescents' personal safety. Domestic violence violates the 
adolescents ' sense of their immediate environment as a safe haven, and renders their 
family members potentially less available for physical and emotional caretaking 
(Margolin & Gordis, 2000). 
In sum, exposure to violence in various settings (community, school and home) 
can lead to disturbances in emotional, behavioral, social 'and cognitive functioning 
among adolescents. Exposure to school violence seems to have a greater impact on 
adolescents ' adjustment, because successful adaptation in school is related to 
adolescents' developmental tasks. Schools should be safe havens for adolescents. Hence, 
exposure to school violence can disrupt the normal course of adolescent development. 
Although the results of this study suggest that exposure to community, school and 
domestic violence make incremental contributions to the prediction of adolescents' 
maladjustment, adolescents who have had experience with violence in one setting (e.g. 
home) tend to be at risk for exposure to violence in other settings (e.g. school). 
Adolescents who have been exposed to violence in multiple settings may have worse 
outcomes (e.g. more emotional and behavior problems) compared to those who have 
been exposed to violence in a single setting. 
Personality and Adjustment Outcomes 
Hypothesis 2 states that Emotional Stability and Interpersonal Relatedness 
personality factors have direct effects on adjustment outcomes was supported. 
Emotional Stability 
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The Emotional Stability personality factor is an important predictor of emotional, 
behavioral and social functioning in adolescents. In particular, ES personality factor 
contributes the largest portion of the variance in emotional functioning. Results of this 
study converge with previous findings on neuroticism (opposite to ES) which was 
negatively associated with adaptation (Campbell-Sills, Cohan, & Stein, 2006). As 
neuroticism captures vulnerability to negative emotions, susceptibility to stress, and has 
been shown to relate strongly to anxiety and depression (Campbell-Sills et aI., 2006), 
adolescents who possess this trait are generally thought to have more mental health 
problems. On the other hand, adolescents with higher score on ES may have better 
emotional regulation, based on which they can modulate and cope with powerful 
affective states. 
Results of this study indicated that ES personality factor contributes a significant 
amount of variance in behavioral functioning. Not surprisingly, adolescents with better 
emotional regulation have been found to display less behavior problems (Graziano, 
Reavis, Keane, & Calkins, 2007). Research has consistently shown that deficits in 
emotion regulation are predictive of aggressive behaviors (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). 
Adolescents with higher score on ES may find better ways to express negative emotions 
(e.g. anger and frustration), and use more constructive methods to cope with stress, so 
they are less likely to exhibit disruptive behaviors. 
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This study also revealed that ES personality factor contributes a sizeable amount 
of variances in peer satisfaction. Adolescents with better emotional regulation have been 
found to display social competence (Graziano et aI., 2007). Research has consistently 
shown that deficits in emotion regulation are predictive of social maladjustment in peer 
groups (Schwartz & Proctor, 2000). Adolescents with higher score on ES may be more 
able to regulate their emotions and identify others' emotional expressions, which in turn 
affect their satisfaction with peers. 
Interpersonal Relatedness 
The Interpersonal Relatedness personality factor is a significant predictor of 
behavioral, social and cognitive functioning in adolescents. Specifically, IR personality 
factor contributes the largest portion of the variance in behavioral functioning. Results of 
this study converge with previous findings that IR personality factor was positively 
associated with adaptation among Chinese adolescents (Ho, Cheung, & Cheung, 2007). 
IR refers to the tendency to establish close, stable, nurturing, and protective relationships, 
and has been shown to relate to adaptive functioning (Shahar, Henrich, Blatt, Ryan, & 
Little, 2003). This study suggests that IR reduces the likelihood of behavior problems. 
This fmding is also supported by Kuperminc and his colleagues' study (Kuperminc, 
Blatt, Shahar, Henrich and Leadbeater, 2004). Adolescents with higher scores on IR tend 
to maintain harmonious relationships with others, in which they are more likely to 
conform to the rules and exhibit more pro-social behavior. 
Results of this study showed that IR personality factor contributes to peer 
satisfaction. Previous research has shown that agreeable individuals perceive higher 
quality and more support of interpersonal relationships (Lopes, Salovey, & Straus, 2003). 
Adolescents with higher scores on IR share similar characteristics to agreeable 
individuals. In order to maintain positive interpersonal relationships, adolescents with 
higher scores on IR may avoid conflicts with others, be more cooperative, so they may 
have better relations with peers. 
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Results of this study revealed that IR personality factor also contributes to 
cognitive functioning. The link between social relationship and academic achievement 
has been found in previous literature (parke, 1998). Researchers have shown that social 
relatedness in adolescents predicted better school adjustment and academic motivation 
(Kuperminc et aI., 2004; Wentzel, 1999). Adolescents with higher scores on IR are more 
likely to engage in social interaction, which may possibly lead to the social construction 
of knowledge and the motivation for academic achievement. 
In sum, ES and IR personality factors had direct (main) effects on various 
domains of adjustment in adolescents. Both ES and IR served as compensatory factors 
that counteract the effects of risk factor (exposure to violence). 
Protective / Vulnerability Factor 
Hypothesis 3 states that the Emotional Stability and Interpersonal Relatedness 
personality factors moderate the link between exposure to violence and adjustment 
outcomes was supported. 
The findings of this study are consistent with previous research in which ES is a 
key protective factor in the context of exposure to domestic violence (Margolin & 
Gordis, 2000). Although, emotional problems were linked to experiences of exposure to 
domestic violence, adolescents with higher score on ES showed better emotional 
functioning (less anxiety and depression symptoms). The potential protective influence 
of ES was also examined in resilience research. Researchers have found that personality 
characteristic such as ego-resilience (individuals' capacity to adjust their emotional 
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responses) and self-esteem as protective factors among adolescents who are exposed to 
violence. Adolescents who possess ES personality characteristics may have better 
emotional regulation, and they are more capable of adjusting their emotional responses 
in a stressful situation. Hence, adolescents with higher scores on ES are less likely to 
display emotional problems. 
Nonetheless, I did not find a similar moderating role involving the ES personality 
factor in other settings (community and school) of violence exposure. Studies of 
resilience have demonstrated that depression symptoms were positively correlated with 
exposure to violence when the violent events involved persons known to the adolescents, 
but not when they involved strangers (Lynch, 2003). Exposure to domestic violence 
seems to be more overwhehning for adolescents, because family members are intimate 
others, abuse by family members may damage their sense of self and lead to more 
emotional problems. ES may help adolescents to use positive emotions to bounce back 
from negative emotional experiences. On the other hand, exposure to community and 
school violence may be related more to social interaction. Hence, IR may better serve to 
ameliorate the effects of exposure to community and school violence than ES. 
Beside ES, the role of IR in moderating the relationship between exposure to 
violence and adjustment outcomes is evidenced. Previous literature has demonstrated 
that social connectedness (which share similar characteristics to IR) is a key protective 
factor in the context of exposure to violence (Christiansen & Evans, 2005). Interestingly, 
IR personality factor was found to be involved in protective processes in different ways, 
in various forms and settings of exposure to violence. 
Firstly, IR personality factor was found to be involved in protective processes for 
peer satisfaction in the exposure to community violence (both witnessing and 
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victimization). Adolescents with higher score on IR showed higher satisfaction with 
peers. IR generally confers advantages but less so when the frequency of exposure to 
community violence is high rather than low. Support for these findings is seen in studies 
of resilience. Studies of resilience have demonstrated personality traits such as 
agreeableness and friendliness as protective factors among adolescents who are exposed 
to violence (Christiansen & Evans, 2005). Adolescents who possess IR personality 
characteristics may be enabled to reach out to others for support when needed, hence, 
they can maintain good social functioning. 
Moreover, IR personality factor was found to be involved in protective processes 
for cognitive functioning in witnessing school violence. In comparison to adolescents 
with low scores on IR, those with high scores on IR showed better cognitive functioning. 
IR generally confers advantages but more so when the frequency of witnessing school 
violence is low rather than high. Support for the present results is evident in the study of 
violence. Osofsky (1999) suggested that interpersonal skills and family support have 
been associated with increased resilience among vulnerable adolescents. Adolescents 
who possess IR personality characteristics (tendency toward harmony and family 
orientation) are more likely to elicit support from others and family members. They tend 
to have higher levels of sensitivity to their surrounding environment, which all help 
them to have better adjustment in school and good cognitive functioning. In addition, 
educational achievement is highly valued in Chinese culture (Violato & Kowk, 1995). 
Adolescents with high scores on IR tend to achieve educational goals, as achieving 
educational goals are a chief means of meeting family and society's expectation (Kim & 
Park, 2003). 
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As protective factor, IR has been found to buffer against the effects of exposure 
to community and school violence (witnessing only) on social and cognitive functioning. 
However, IR did not moderate the relationship between domestic violence and 
adjustment outcomes. Home should be a safe haven and happy environment for 
adolescents. If adolescents feel loved and happy within the home, they may prefer 
spending time with family members and have a tendency toward harmony. In contrast, 
adolescents who are exposed to domestic violence may feel unsafe and develop insecure 
or conflictual relationships with their parents and others (Haskett et aI., 2006). Since the 
immediate environment also shapes individuals' personality, it would be extremely hard 
for those abused adolescents to maintain strong family orientation and harmony and 
have successful adaptation. Under the domestic violence situation, IR would not serve as 
a protective factor in ameliorating the effect of the exposure to domestic violence. 
In addition, there were gender differences in the effects of the moderator variable. 
Although IR has moderated the relationship between exposure to violence (community 
and school victimization) and cognitive functioning, the protective role of IR varied by 
gender. IR was found protective in nature for cognitive functioning only for girls, but 
not for boys. IR seems to be more beneficial for girls than boys. As girls tend to be more 
nurturant, it is likely that they value interpersonal relationship more than boys (Bell, 
Foster, Mash, 2005). If they have the tendency toward harmony and family orientation, 
they are more likely to adapt better than boys in school (e.g. cognitive functioning). 
Personality Profile of Resilient Adolescents 
Beside the search for variables that moderate the effects of exposure to violence, 
another objective of this study was to examine the personality characteristics of 
adolescents who were identified as resilient. It was predicted that Resilient adolescents 
have different personality profiles compared to Maladaptive, Competent and 
Incompetent adolescents. This hypothesis was partially confirmed. Overall, Resilient 
adolescents had different personality characteristics to Maladaptive and Competent 
adolescents, but did not differ from Incompetent adolescents. 
Resilient vs. Maladaptive Adolescents 
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Resilient adolescents appeared to have better psychological resources (optimism, 
higher self-esteem, less emotionality, more harmony and family orientation) than 
Maladaptive adolescents. Previous studies support the contention that Resilient 
individuals demonstrate low scores on neuroticism and high scores on agreeableness 
(Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2004). This study showed that Resilient adolescents with high 
emotional stability scores (low on EMO and I-S, and high on O-P) were well adjusted, 
emotionally stable, and able to cope with adversity. Similar findings have also been 
reported by Campbell-Sills et al. 's (2006) study. Furthermore, Resilient adolescents with 
high IR scores (high on F AM and HAR) may help them to build strong networks of 
social support that provide them to access more resources during stressful situations. 
Resilient vs. Competent Adolescents 
Fewer differences were found between Resilient and Competent individuals. 
Resilient adolescents had lower scores on HAR and F AM, but higher scores on EMO 
than Competent adolescents. Since exposure to violence is stressful to adolescents, 
adolescents who are exposed to violence are more vulnerable to emotional distress and 
experience more interpersonal conflicts; their personality profiles are somewhat different 
from Competent adolescents who are not exposed to violence. Interestingly, Resilient 
and Competent adolescents did not differ from each other on I-S and O-P scales. 
Consistent with previous literature, Resilient children are hopeful and possess high self-
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worth (Brooks & Goldstein, 2001). This study suggests that both Resilient and 
Competent adolescents possess self-acceptance and optimism, and these characteristics 
may help Resilient individuals to thrive under adversity. 
Resilient vs. Incompetent Adolescents 
There was no significant difference between the Resilient and the Incompetent 
group on their personality profiles. Even though Incompetent adolescents had not been 
exposed to violence, it is possible that they experienced other risk factors that hamper 
their adjustment outcomes. Moreover, only ES and IR personality factors were included 
in the current study, while these two groups may differ in other personality dimensions 
such as extraversion, conscientiousness and openness that were not examined in this 
study. 
Although the focus of this study was to examine the personality characteristics of 
adolescents who were identified as resilient, I also note the distinct personality profiles 
of competent adolescents compared to incompetent adolescents. Certain personality 
characteristics (e.g. ES and IR) help adolescents adapt successfully in both high and low 
risk situations. Apart from personality, other factors underlying the differences between 
these two groups may be the family environment. Adolescents grow up in warm and 
supportive family environment may help them to adjust better than adolescents those 
who lack parental guidance and family support. 
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
Several limitations of the present study should be mentioned. First, the use of 
cross-sectional data does not allow for definitive causal conclusions regarding the role of 
personality moderators. Future longitudinal studies would be needed to examine the 
causal role of personality variables in various aspects of functioning in resilience 
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research. To fully understand the underlying process of resilience, collecting data across 
long intervals of time is necessary. 
Second, only a self-report measure of risk (the frequency of exposure to violence) 
was used in this study. However, the appraisal of risk (frequency of exposure) may be 
influenced by other factors, such as personality and memory bias. Future investigations 
might also include parent and teacher reports that provide a more objective assessment 
of risk. 
Third, only a limited number of moderator variables were examined in the 
present study. Besides personality, other factors such as intelligence, coping strategies 
and social support may also play crucial roles in buffering the effect of exposure to 
violence on specific adjustment outcomes. Future studies would be needed to include 




In conclusion, results of this study provide additional insights to understand the 
dynamic process of resilience. Exposure to violence in general affects emotional, 
behavioral and social functioning in adolescents. This study adds to the growing 
investigation of exposure to violence that incorporates different forms (victimization and 
witnessing) and settings (community, school and home) of exposure. To understand 
more fully the development of resilience, multiple criteria (emotional, behavioral, social 
and cognitive functioning) and informants (self, teacher and school) were adopted. This 
study also indicates the importance of the Interpersonal Relatedness personality factor as 
a potential moderator of exposure to violence among adolescents. In addition, the 
present fmdings suggest the need for future investigations to identify different 
personality profiles among Resilient, Maladaptive, Competent and Incompetent 
adolescents. 
Since the third stage research on resilience has begun to examine preventions and 
interventions that promote resilience, the results from this study add to the body of 
research on protective personality factors. Particularly, the key role of both universal 
(Emotional Stability) and indigenous (Interpersonal Relatedness) personality factors in 
moderating the path between exposure to violence and adjustment outcomes indicates 
that emotional regulation and maintaining harmonious relationships with others might be 
important to foster in intervention efforts for adolescents who are exposed to violence. 
With respect to implications of this study, designing programs that optimize the 
development of protective attributes like harmony and family orientation is crucial. 
Enhanced social skills and conflict resolution skills might be especially beneficial in 
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cultivating interpersonal relatedness. Given the importance of adolescents' personality 
characteristics in the prediction of social and cognitive adjustment, parents' efforts to 
provide sensitive caregiving and stable family environments are also significant for 
adaptive personality development. 
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Appendix 
The Multiple Forms of Violence Scale 
Item 
Exposure through witnessing 
Have you ever seen somebody being pushed? 
Have you ever seen somebody being slapped? 
Have you ever seen somebody having hislher arms twisted, hair or neck grabbed? 
Have you ever seen somebody being beaten up? 
Have you ever seen somebody being threatened? 
Have you ever seen somebody being robbed? 
Have you ever seen somebody being burned or scalded? 
Have you ever seen somebody being attacked with any object? 
Exposure through victimization 
Have you ever been pushed? 
Have you ever been slapped? 
Have you ever had your anns twisted, your hair or neck grabbed? 
Have you ever been beaten up? 
Have you ever been threatened? 
Have you ever been robbed? 
Have you ever been burned or scalded? 
Have you ever been attacked with any object? 
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Note. Similar items were used in all three settings (community, school and home). 
Rating scale ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (daily). 
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